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1. Introduetion
In 1879 a most important event, as it turned out later, took place with the
discovery of the Hall effect [1], named after its discoverer E. H. Hall. He
showed that a transverse voltage developed across a conductor when it carries
a current in a magnetic field . The effect tumed out to be extremely powerlul
in distinguishing different types of conductors and in understanding dectrical
conduction in semiconductors. In particular, the Hall voltage is directly related
to the number of current carriers per unit of volume. Also from the Hall
voltage it can be deduced whether the current carriers are positively or
negatively charged. It is interesting to note that in 1879 the electron had not
been discovered.
In 1966 Fowler et al. [2] showed that a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
can exist at the oxide-semiconductor interface in a high quality MOSPET
(Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor). In such an electron gas
the motion of the electrans is quantized in the direction perpendicular to the
oxide-semiconductor interface resulting in a reduction of the degrees of
freedom from three to two. Although aiready in the same year electrical
transport properties under influence of a magnetic field were stuclied [2,3], it
took more than a decade before the Hall voltage in these structures was
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carefully examined. It was found by Englert and von Klitzing [4] that the Hall
resistance, which is defined by the Hall voltage divided by the current through
the two-dimensional electron gas, is not inversely proportional to the electron
concentration. This could not be expected from classica! theories. Instead, the
Hall resistance remained constant over finite ranges. Later, it became clear that
in these ranges the values of the Hall resistances were given by Rrhl(év),
where h is Planck's constant, e the elementary charge, and v an integer which
is characteristic for each plateau. High precision measurements performed in
1980 by von Klitzing, Dorda, and Pepper [5] showed that a plateau can be
determined within an accuracy of 1o· 3 percent and does not depend on the
geometry of the device and the material properties. This was the discovery of
the quanturn Hall effect for which von Klitzing got the Nobel prize in 1985.
In the year after the discovery, many theories were put forward, as described
by Hajdu [6], but none of them was able to explain all the experimental
details. Recently, the so-called edge channel model [7] developed in the late
eighties attracted much attention mainly due to its elegancy and simplicity in
descrihing electrical transport in a two-dimensional electron system under
quanturn Hall conditions. The model is based on the description of electrooie
transport by means of transmission and reflection coefficients. The channels
which play a central role are located close to the edges, i.e., the geometrical
boundaries of the two-dimensional electron gas.
Many experiments were carried out which could be successfully analyzed on
the basis of the edge channel model [8]. However, numerical values of the
spatial separation and the width of the edge channels are scarce. It is the aim
of this thesis to spatially resolve the different edge channels and to give a
direct proof of the validity of the edge channel model. However, a serious
problem arises from the fact that the distance between two adjacent edge
channels is much less than l 11m due to the built-in potential which confines
the 2DEG laterally. To this end, experiments have been performed which
spatially resolve the separated edge channels.
Different to von Klitzing's experiments on silicon MOSFET's, throughout this
thesis a two-dimensional electron gas is investigated basedon a high-mobility
modulation doped GaAs/AI,Ga 1.,As heterostructure [9] . In chapter 2 a more
detailed description of this heterostructure is given. Further, the influence of
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a magnetic field on the energy states will he considered particularly in relation
to the formation of edge channels. The number of edge channels ranges
typically from l to 10 and can he modified by changing the magnetic field. In
order to create a harrier in the 2DEG and thus changing the transmission and
reflection of edge channels one can use of a so-called Schottky gate [ 10-12].
This is a metallic layer deposited on top of the GaAs/AlxGa 1.xAs heterostructure. If a negative voltage is applied to the gate, a harrier for the electroos
is induced just undemeath the gate. The intention of chapter 2 is not to present
an extensive description of the present-day theories but it will provide the
reader who is not familiar with the concept of edge channels with the
necessary tools for further reading.
In chapter 3 a gating technique is introduced which allows us to separate the
edge channels by a macroscopie distance ( -1 mm). These separated channels
can then he coupled to an interior contact. In this way interior contacts can
easily he incorporated in the edge channel model. Due to the large separation
the electroos in the different edge channels can no Jonger interact This results
in a total suppression of the inter-edge-channel scattering.
In chapter 4 a sample is described which, besides a two-dimensional electron
gas, contains a second two-dimensional conducting layer [a two-dimensional
hole gas (2DHG)]. The latter acts as a normal gate comparable with to what
was described in chapter 3, but it can also he used to modify the lateral
confining potential in the plane of the 2DEG. Since the distance between the
edge channels is determined by the shape of the confining potential, this
structure can also he used to separate the edge channels. It is shown that the
separation not only affects the width of an edge channel, but also drastically
changes the electrical properties of the 2DEG.
The 2DHG-2DEG system which is described in chapter 4 actually behaves like
a p-i-n photodiode and a lateral photovoltage [ 13-16] develops across two
contacts attached to the 2DEG when the structure is illuminated locally. This
lateral photoeffect bas been successfully applied to a 2DEG under quanturn
Hall conditions to image the spatial structure of the edge channels. The metbod
used and the results which have been obtained are extensively described in
chapters 5 and 6. A more detailed investigation conceming the geometry of an
edge channel is given in chapter 7. In this chapter it is also demonstrated what
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kind of information can be obtained from electrical transport measurements.
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2. Edge channels in the two-dimensional
electron gas
2.1

Introduetion

Since the quanturn Hall effect is restricted to two-dimensional conducting
layers, it is necessary to confine the current carriers somehow in a potential
well. These current carriers can either be electroos or holes. We will restriet
ourselves to two-dimensional electron systems. A commonly used electron
system was already mentioned in chapter I, the silicon MOSFET. An even
more often used electron system is the modulation-doped GaAs/AlxGa 1.xAs
heterostructure. The mobility of the electrans in these structures can reach
values as high as -I 07 cm2/ V s [ 1]. As a consequence the quantization effects
occur at lower magnetic fields than in silicon MOSFET's. Additional
advantages of GaAs/Al,Ga 1_xAs heterostructures above silicon MOSFET's are
the excellent gating properties.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2 we present how a twodimensional electron gas can exist at the interface of a GaAs/Al"Ga 1_xAs
heterostructure. The two-dimensional conducting layer, presented in its most
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elementary form, is the basic structure used in this thesis. The effect of the
magnetic field on the energy states will be considered in section 2.3. We will
see that section 2.3 provides us with the theory to describe electrical transport
in 2D systems under quanturn Hall conditions. This will be illustrated in
section 2.4. In the section 2.5, we show how a gate can be used to affect the
transport properties of a 2DEG at high magnetic fields. Finally, insection 2.6,
we camment on the limitations of the model presented in sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.2

The two-dimensional electron gas

The most commonly used heterostructure to study two-dimensional transport
is composed of the semiconductors GaAs and AlxGa,_,As. Actvaneed crystal
growth techniques like Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) [2] or Metal Organic
Chemica! Vapor phase Deposition (MOCVD) [3] have made it possible to
grow these semiconductors epitaxially on a GaAs substrate. Both techniques
give the possibility to highly control the thickness as well as the doping level
of the epitaxially grown layers. By changing the ratio of the Al and Ga fluxes
(fraction x) the bandgap can be varied continuously from =-1.42 eV for GaAs
to =-2.16 e V for AlAs at room temperature.
A typicallayout of a GaAs/Al,Ga 1_xAs heterostructure is displayed in Fig. 2.1.
The structure basically consists of an intentionally undoped GaAs layer and a
silicon doped Al 0 _33Ga0.67 As layer. The silicon atoms in this layer act as donors
making it n-type. As a consequence of the conduction band offset the electrans
can lower their energy by rnaving from the Al0 .3P3o 67 As layer into the GaAs
layer. During this process, which is already established during growth, electric
fields build up until the Fermi level EF is constant throughout the device. The
result is an almast triangular potential well at the interface of the GaAs and
the Al 0 .33Gao 67 As layer. If the well is deep enough, it contains electrans which
are free to move parallel to the interface but which are confined in the third
dimension. The degrees of freedom of the electrans are reduced to two and
one can speak of a two-dimensional electron gas or 2DEG.
At liquid He temperatures (T~4 . 2 K) the rate at which the electrans scatter is
predominantly determined by the ionized donors. Since the electrans in the
2DEG are spatially separated from their parent donors, the mobility is
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enhanced above the bulk value. The mobility can be further enhanced by
inserting an undoped Al 0 _33 Gav_67 As layer -the so-called spacer- in between the
(a)

Energy

(b)

c
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e

:;:;

2DEG

..c:

~
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1
Ev

EF

u
1
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FIG. 2.1. (a) Typical layer structure contammg a two-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) at the GaAs/Al,Ga 1..As interface. (b) The
corresponding energy diagram. The Fermi energy EF is indicated by the
dashed line. Ec and Ev denote the conduction band minimum and the
valenee band maximum, respectively.

GaAs layer and the Si-doped Al 0 _33 Gaa 67 As layer as is shown in Fig. 2.1 (a). To
prevent the Al 0 _33Gaa_ 67 As layer from oxidation, the whole structure. is capped
with a GaAs layer. The Si-doped Al 033 Gaa_ 67 As layer should be chosen to be
thick enough, not only to provide the electrons for the electron gas, but also
to fill the surface states. This results in an extra band bending as shown in Fig.
2.1(b).
In order to calculate the electrostatic potential and the charge distribution, the
Poisson equation
-p (x,y,z)

K(Z)

and Schrödinger equation

(2.1)
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E'P (x,y,z)

must be solved selfconsistently [4]. In Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) p(x,y,z) accounts
for the charge density, <I>(x,y,z) the electrostatic potential, K(z) the dielectric
constant, m* the effective mass of the electron, e the elementary charge, U0 (z)
the conduction band discontinuity, U,/z) an exchange correlation potential, and
'l'(x,y,z) the envelope wave function. The charge density p(x,y,z) includes
besides the electrans also the positive donors in the doped AlxGa 1_xAs layer and
possible charged background impurities. Fora homogeneaus system the charge
density does not depend on x and y and the electrostatic potential becomes a
function of z only. If we write
(2.3)

where C is a normalization constant and kx and kY the wave veetors in the xand y-direction respectively, the Schrödinger equation can be rewritten in the
form
(2.4)

The energy states in the potential wel! are quantized with energy eigenvalues
e; (i=O, 1, 2, ... ) associated with the confinement in the z-direction. The
electrans are free to move in the xy plane and the total energy of an electron
is given by:
(2.5)

where e; denotes the (electrical) subband energy. From now on we only
consider heterostructures where one subband is populated and e 0 is chosen to
be equal to zero.
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2.3

The two-dimensional electron gas in a magnetic field

In this section, we consider the effect on the energy states of the electrons in
case a homögeneous magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the plane in
which the electrons move. Further, it is assumed that, unlike the situation
described in section 2.2, the 2DEG is confined in the y-direction by a
confining potential V( y)=-e<l>( y). In the x-direction periodic boundary
conditions are assumed. For convenience, the vector potential A=( -yB,O,O) is
taken to describe the magnetic field. This choice is called the Landau gauge
and the magnetic field is obtained by curl A. The Hamiltonian for this system
reads as

1!

1 (-:---eBy
'h a
)2 ---+V(y).
'h2
a2
2m • l ax
2m • ay2

=-

(2.6)

Since the confining potential depends only on the y coordinate the Hamiltonian
is separable with \f1.k(x,y)=(li...JL,> ei<x<p/ y). The wave vector k=k, is given by
(2rrJL)n with n=( .. .,-2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ... ) and L, the length of the 2DEG in the xdirection. We note that if B and V( y) are both zero, the dispersion relation
given by Eq. (2.5) is obtained. Substitution of \fjx,y) into the Schrödinger
equation leads to an eigenvalue problem for cp1( y):

(2.7)

where roc=eB/m* is the cyclotron angular frequency . The parameter y0 is
defined by y0=kl/ using the magnetic length 18 =-Y('h/eB). Far away from the
edges the contri bution of V( y) can be neglected and the eigenfunctions

<p/ y)

are the harmonie oscillator functions with the energy eigenvalues E1=hroc(j+Y2)
and j=(O, 1, 2, 3, ... ). Near the boundaries the confining potential is no longer
negligible and should be taken into account. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
Fig. 2.2 shows the energy states as a function of position for three different
values of y0 • The confining potential V( y) is zero in the bulk and infinitely
high at the edges of the structure [5]. In the region where the confining
potential can be neglected the energy is independent on position. The equienergy levels which are formed are called Landau levels. The energy states !ie
a distance of Öy 0=(2n/L,)l8 2 apart. The number of states per unit of area is then
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given by l!Öy0=eB/h. So far, we have not considered the spin of the electron.
In case we do the degeneracy of a Landau level is lifted by a factor of two.
If y0 is close to the edge, the confining potential effectively decreases the
width of the potential wel!. The result is a raise of the energy eigenvalues as
is displayed in Fig. 2.2(c). Note that the choice of an infinitely high potential
is arbitrary and is not important to show that the energy eigenvalues at the
sample edges are raised above the bulk values. It is obvious that any type of
confining potential would result in an upwards bending of the Landau levels.

(a)

(b)

(c)

y

FIG. 2.2. The energy stales as a function of position. (a) Away fröm the
edges of the 2DEG the influence of the confining potential can be
negleeled and the energy is independent on position as illustrated in (b).
The minimum of the parabola is given by y 0 . The horizontal distance
between two successive energy states (8y0 ) is strongly exaggerated for
clarity. (c) The energy states raise due to the lateral confining potential
V ( y).
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Edge channels

Suppose we have a two-dimensional electron gas with an electron
concentration n. If a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the conducting

FIG. 2.3. Energy diagram of an electron gas in a magnetic field. All the
energy states are filled up to the dotted lines. lf f.LR differs from f.LL, a
current is flowing in the x-direction.

layer an energy diagram as displayed in Fig. 2.3 is obtained. The situation is
such that exactly two (spin degenerate) Landau levels are filled. The energy
states at the Fermi level are indicated by the dotted lines. These states are
extended along the boundaries of a two-dimensional electron gas and are the
so-called edge channels. These edge channels are the basis of the LandauerBüttiker model [6,7] which is described below.
If an electron is thought to be a wave packet which is composed of the wave
functions satisfying Eq. (2.6), the group velocity is given by

1 dEi

1 dEi dy0

V = - -=--j,k
'h dk 1i dy0 dk

(2.8)
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This means that the direction in which the electroos flow depends on the slope
of the Landau level. dEj /dy 0 is negative at the left-hand edge in Fig. 2.3 and
positive at the right-hand edge. So the electroos at the left-hand side and the
right-hand side of the 2DEG flow parallel to the x-axis in opposite directions.
This is just the quantum-mechanical analog of skipping orbits of electroos
continuing repeated specular reflections at the sample boundaries. Since the
current per energy interval is dl=evjk(dnldE)j dE, the total current carried by a
spin-split Landau level is given by

! ev.
I'R

j,k

dn
_ I'R ·r ldE1)[ dndk ) _e I'R _e
.
(-) dE- Je - - - - dE- -JdE- -(1-1 -1-1 \
dE .
'h dk dk dE.
h
h R V•
1

I'L

I'L

1

(2.9)

I'L

where we have used [dn!dk=(2n)" 1] appropriate for one dimensional conductors.
A net current flows through the structure when ~R deviates from ~L· If the
number of spin-split Land au levels is v, the total current is given by
l=v(elh)(~R-~L).

The Hall voltage VH which appears across the Ieft-hand and
the right-hand side of the structure is (~R-~L)Ie. The Hall resistance can then
be written as

=_v_n =

R
8

I

h
(1-LR-1-LL)/e
v(e/h)(I-LR-1-LL) - -ve-2 '

(2.10)

an expression which is independent of the exact shape of the confining
potential. The chemica! potential ~R or ~L does not change in the Iongitudinal
direction, i.e., in the direction in which the current flows, which means that the
resistance measured along either the right-hand side ortheleft-hand side of the
2DEG is equal to zero.
In case the Fermi level aligns with a Landau level, the electrans at the high
chemica! potential edge can easily be scattered across the 2DEG towards the
opposite edge where the chemica! potential is lower [8] . Backscattering occurs
via the ernpty bulkstatesin the energetically highest partly filled Landau level.
The Iongitudinal resistance is no Jonger zero and the Hall resistance deviates
frorn its quantized value. If the longitudinal resistance is rneasured as function
of the magnetic field, an oscillatory behavior is observed which is known as
the Shubnikov-de Haas effect.
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Gated structures

In this section we apply the theory presenled in section 2.4 to a structure for
which the local electron concentration can be varied by means of a gate. The

FIG. 2.4. Schematic top view of a Hall bar. The six ohmic contacts are
markeel with the crosses and lie on the periphery of the 2DEG. The gate
is indicated by the hatched area. The number of edge channels outside the
gated area is b . Undemeath the gate g edge channels are present.

layout of the structure is presented in Fig. 2.4. Practically, it is fabricated by
using lithographic techniques and subsequently mesa-etching. An often used
structure is the Hall bar as shown in Fig. 2.4. Ohmic cantacts are obtained by
alloying Ni/AuGe/Au into the 2DEG. It is important that these cantacts lie on
the edges of the mesa-etched Hall bar. Finally, a gate is defined by depositing
Ti/Au on the mesa. A partial depletion of the 2DEG just underneath the gate
can be realized if a reverse bias is applied to the gate with respect to the
2DEG. Since the distance between the gate and the 2DEG is much smaller
than the lateral dimensions, it is justified to use the formula for the plane plate
capacitor to describe the capacitance of this system.
Let us consicter again the Hall bar structure displayed in Fig. 2.4. The
magnetic field is adjusted such that b edge channels are present outside the
gated region. In Fig. 2.4, b is arbitrarily chosen as 2. The number of edge
channels underneath the gate is equal to g (I in Fig. 2.4). This means that (bg) edge channels do notpass the gate: they are reflected. Note that both b and
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g are integers which means that the Fermi levellies in between two successive
(spin-split) Landau levels. If the current I is sent from contact I to contact 4
and contacts 2, 3, 5, and 6 are defined as voltage probes (no net current), we
can apply Eq. (2.9) to each of the contacts:
1)

I

e
= ~z(b~,-b~6)

2)

0

h(b~2-b~,)

3)

0

h[b~3 -g~2 -(b-g)~s]

e

e

(2.11)

e

4)

-1

h(b~4-b~3)

5)

0

~z(b~s-b~4)

6)

0

h[b~6-(b-g)~2-g~s]·

e
e

If we take J.l.4 =0 and define the resistance as R;j,kr VJI;/=(J.l.dlJf(eliJ) where the
current liJ is sent from contact i to contact j and the voltage V. 1 is measured

between contact pair k and l, it is easy to derive that
(2.12)

and
Rl4.26 =

R,4,3s = eh2

(i)·

(2.13)

1t is interesting that the Hall resistances R 14.26 and R 14.35 are not affected by the
voltage applied to the gate (unless g=O!) but the longitudinal are. If g=b, i.e.,
the homogeneaus case, the longitudinal resistances R 14 .23 and R 14 .56 are zero.
But if g becomes less than b and an integer, also these resistances become
quantized.
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Limitations of the edge channel model

Although the edge channel model correctly describes the resistancê
quantizations in gated and ungated 2DEG's in high magnetic fields, a few
critica! remarks should be made at this point.
lf all the current through the 2DEG in a magnetic field is carried by edge
channels, it is limited by the energy separation between two Landau levels.
Since the total current carried by an edge channel is given by Eq. (2.9), the
difference (11-R-IlL) should not exceed 'hroc. In case it does, the electrans at the
edge where the chemica! potential is the highest can easily be scattered into
an energetically higher Iying Landau level. This results in the breakdown of
the quanturn Hall effect [9,10]. However, this is not what is observed in the
experiments. If the magnetic field is approximately 5 T and we assume that 2
edge channels are present in the 2DEG, which is quite realistic, the maximum
current is limited to -700 nA. In real experiments, current levels above 5 llA
have been used and no breakdown has been observed [11]. Surprisingly, the
application of the Landauer-Büttiker model is not exclusively restricted to the
experimental situations in which the applied current is infinitely small.
If we take a close look at the edges of the 2DEG in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 it can

be noticed that the electron concentration does not drop continuously from its
bulk value to zero. Instead, the electron concentration varies in a steplike
manner as the edge is approached. At the intersection of a Landau level with
the Fermi level the electron concentration drops by (2eB!h). The effect of
screening near the edges of a 2DEG under influence of a magnetic field was
qualitatively considered by Beenakker [12] and Chang [13]. They showed that
the 2DEG is divided into alternating strips of compressible and incompressible
states. The compressible strips refer to partly filled (spin-split) Landau levels
and the fully filled (spin-split) Landau levels are identified as incompressible
strips. A schematic picture of the energy states is presented in Fig. 2.5. At
integer filling factors, i.e., in the incompressible regions, the screening is
absent while at non integer filling factors the screening is very strong. This
means that the electrastatic potential remains constant throughout a
compressible region while it changes by 'hroc in an incompressible strip. The
electron concentration no Jonger changes steplike in the vicinity of the 2DEG
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FIG. 2.5. Energy states in case the effect of screening is taken into
account. Finite width compressible regions are formed around half-oddintegral filling factors at the Fermi level. The compressible regions are
indicated by the arrows.

boundaries, but a more gradual decrease is found instead. A more quantitative
treatment of the formation and positions of compressible and incompressible
strips is given by D. B. Chklovskii, B. I. Shk.lovskii, and L. I. Glazman [14].
They propose a quantitative electrastatic theory of the 2DEG near the
boundary in the integer quanturn Hall regime. It is shown that the electron
concentration near the sample edges is not significantly altered when a
magnetic field is applied. In an impurity free electron gas the compressible
strips are shown to be much wider than the incompressible ones. Experimental
evidence for the existence of finite width edge channels was given by studies
of the breakdown of the integer and fractional quanturn Hall effect [15]. by
magnetoplasmon studies [16]. and by magneto-capacitance measurements [17].
A major problem which is still a subject of contradiction is the current
distribution on a microscopie level. Some authors argue thatthe current is only
flowing in the compressible strips [12,14] . On the contrary, Chang [13] made
clear that the incompressible strips are responsible for the electrical transport
properties of a 2DEG in a quantizing magnetic field. Finally, Geller and
Vignale [18] conclude that the current flows in both the compressible and

incompressible strips.
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An other aspect that bas been neglected is the presence of (charged) impurities
which are responsible for potential fluctuations at the location of the 2DEG.
These potential fluctuations arise from small fluctuations in the charged donor
distribution. As a result, the infinitely small Landau levels become broadened.
The broadening of the Landau levels is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
Two distinct regions can be identified. The dark rcgions in the center of the
Landau levels represent the energy states which are extended throughout the
2DEG. The lighter regions on both sides of the extended states are the socalled localized states. The electrons in these states drift along an equipotential
and do not contribute to the current. This is the case when the Fermi level lies
at EF 1• Two Landau levels are fully occupied and the Hall resistance is given
by h/(4e 2 ). The longitudinal resistance is zero. Note that the Fermi level can
lie in the localized states for a range of magnetic fields. This explains the
development of plateaus in the quanturn Hall measurements. If the Fermi level
lies in the extended states as indicated by En, the electrons can easily be
scattered across the width of the device. The longitudinal resistance is no
Jonger zero and the Hall resistance deviates from its quantized value. If the
coupling between the uppermost bulk Landau level and the edge channels is
sufficiently weak the current in the uppermost Landau level can be treated
independently of the current flowing in the edge channels [19]. Mixing of the
edge channels and the bulk channel only occurs in the metallic contacts.

E

y

FIG. 2.6. Broadening of the Landau levels due to microscopie potential
fluctuations which arise from smal! deviations in the homogeneous donor
distribution. The dark regions in the center of the Landau levels represent
the spatially extended energy states. The lighter areas symbolize the
localized states.
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3. Separation of edge channels by a
macroscopie distance in a half-gated
GaAs/AlxGa 1_xAs heterostructure *
3.1

Introduetion

Many electrical transport properties of a 2DEG in the quanturn Hall (QH)
regime have been successfully analyzed on the basis of the Landauer-Büttiker
picture [1-5]. As already was demonstrated in the previous chapter, the
electrical current flowing between two current contacts is carried by quasi onedimensional edge channels. In section 2.4 it was assumed that each channel
carries an equal fraction of the current so that the total current is simply
determined by the number of edge channels, i.e., the filling factor. Only in this
situation electrical transport is dissipationless, the longitudinal resistance
vanishes, and the Hall resistance becomes exactly quantized. Deviations from
the quantization of the Hall resistance arise when edge channels are unequally
occupied. Electrical contacts and Schottky cross gates on the sample can be
*Published in Phys. Rev. B 47, IS 700 (1993).
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used to influence the population of the different edge channels. Non-ideal (or
disordered) contacts, i.e., contacts with a finite resistance [6-8], quanturn point
contacts [9) and contacts with a cross gate [10-18], selectively inject (as
current contacts) the electrans in the outgoing edge channels or selectively
detect (as voltage probes) the chemica! potential of the incoming edge
channels. These experiments convincingly show that the coupling between the
different edge channels is very weak, resulting in surprisingly long inter-edgestate scattering (lES) equilibrium lengths. The lES equilibrium Iength has been
studied theoretically taking into account impurity scattering and deformationpotential scattering assuming an abrupt step or a smooth parabola as confining
potential [19-21]. Haug et al. [22] showed that the lES can be influenced by
changing the location and steepness of the confining potential by using
focused-ion -beam written in-plane-gates.
In this chapter we show that the lES can be made arbitrarily small if the edge
channels are separated sufficiently far from each other [18] . This separation
has been realized by using a half-gated device. We used an interior contact to
selectively feed or detect the innermost edge channels. Contrary to the interior
contacts used in literature [23,24], in our case the coupling with the edge
channels can be controlled by the gate voltage. In this respect our pseudo
Corbino contact resembles that proposed by Müller et al. [25].

3.2

Experimental details

In Fig. 3.1(a) we show the layout of the samples used in this work. The
measurements presented are made on modulation-doped high-mobility
GaAs/Al0_33Gao_67As heterostructure devices grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy
(MBE). The structure consists of a 4 11m GaAs layer (grown on a semiinsulating GaAs substrate), a 60 nm undoped Al 0 _33Gao_67 As spaeer layer,
foliowed by a 38 nm doped (Si: 1.33xl0 18 cm·3) Al0 _33Gao_67As layer and finally
an undoped 17 nm thick GaAs cap layer. The top of the heterostructure is
mesa-etched in the form of a 5.4 x 2.0 mm2 Hall-bar, the same dimensioris as
have been used in potential measurements by means of the electro-optic effect
[26]. Together with the mesa a groove (30 11m wide and 860 11m long) is
etched in the bulk of the structure as indicated in Fig. 3.l(a). Ohmic contacts
to the 2DEG are made by lift-off techniques using Ni/AuGe/Ni/Au and
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annealing at 450 °C for 60 sec. One of the cantacts is connected to the inner
edge that is forrned by the groove and acts as an interior contact. The other
cantacts (1.1 mm apart) are defined on the outer periphery of the sample. By
making use of optica] lithography and lift-off techniques, a semi-transparent
Schottky gate with dimensions 2.7 x 0.8 mm 2 is defined which covers two side
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FIG. 3.1. (a) Layout of the sample used in this work. Contact 9 lies in
the middle of the Hall bar on an insulated inner edge that is formed by
the groove. A gate (the hatched area) is defined in such a way that it
covers the groove and the two side arms of contact 7 and 8. (b) The
voltage difference between the probes 7 and 8 (V78) as a function of the
gate voltage CVc) for two fixed magnetic fields. The solid and the dotted
line represent bulk filling factors 2'12 and 2 respectively. The symbols a
tof in the figure correspond to 6 different filling factors undemeath the
gate ( g), fora bulk filling factor b=2'12 as explained in the text.
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anns and the groove. All the measurements on the sarnple under study have
been carried out at 1.2 K in magnetic fields up to 7 T. The direction of the
magnetic field is perpendicular to the sample and points out of the paper as is
indicated in Fig. 3.1(a). Standard lock-in techniques are used to measure the
resistances, which are defined as R;J,krVk 1 fl;p where the current Iu is sent from
contact i to contact j and voltage difference is measured between the contacts
k and /. The current applied is 100 nA to keep the edge channel picture valid.
Before we perform the measurements on the sample, it is illuminated to
increase the electron concentration and mobility. Due to the semi-transparent
gate the electron concentration underneath the gate is lower than in the bulk
of the sample. This inhomogeneity in electron concentration disappears when
a small positive gate voltage is applied. From Hall and Shubnikov-de Haas
measurements we derive a transport mobility of 7.8xl05 cm2N s and an
electron concentration of 2.3xl0 11 cm-2 after illumination at 1.2 K.

3.3

Results and interpretation

In Fig. 3.l(b) we show the voltage difference V78 between the probes 7 and 8
(current flows from contact l to contact 5) as a function of the gate voltage
Vc for two different fixed magnetic fields . For filling factor 2 in the bulk of
the sample (=b), V78 remains zero (the dotted curve) up toabout Vc""-310 mV,
while for filling factor b=2Y2 (the solid curve) a pronounced structure is
observed. The symbols a tof in the figure are related to the solid curve and
correspond to the 6 different situations for which the Fermi levels (top views)
are schematically given in Fig. 3.2. In situation a the electron concentration
underneath the gate and in the bulk are equal and a non-zero Shubnikov-de
Haas voltage is measured. As the gate voltage is lowered the solid curve in
Fig. 3.l(b) shows two distinct minima where the resistance drops to zero.
These minima correspond to an integer filling factor underneath the gate (=g)
as is indicated in Fig. 3.l(b). One minimum is found where g=2 [b in Figs.
3. I (b) and 3.2]. As long as g=2, the electrons in the edge channels teaving
contact 7 have no possibility to backscatter before arriving at contact 8. As a
result, the chemica! potentials !J 7 and lls are equal and
V78 is zero. The other minimum arises where g=l (d)
similarly. In the range where g is not an integer, i.e.
electrons can backscatter via contact 9 and V 78

the voltage difference
and can be explained
situation c and e , the
becomes finite. At
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(h)

g=2

(i)

(j)

b=2

(k)

FIG. 3.2. Top view of the Fermi level in the sample at b=2'12 and b=2
fordifferent gate filling factors . (a) g=2'12, (b) g=2, (c) g=IY2, (d) g=l, (e)
g='l2, (f) g=O, (g) g=2, (h) g=IY2, (i) g=l, (j) g='l2, (k) g=O. In situation
(i} we show that one edge channel is separatcd by a macroscopie
distance. The innermost edge channel can be fed or detected by the
interior contact 9. The outermost channel on the other hand is conneeled
to contact 7 and 8.

Vc=-310 mV, the electron gas undemeath the gate is fully depleted and the
two voltage probes 7 and 8 become electrically isolated (f).

When the Fenni level in the bulk lies in between two Landau levels (b=2), the
voltage drop between the probes 7 and 8 appears to be independent of the gate
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voltage [the dotted curve in Fig. 3.l(b)] up to VG"'-310 mV. This behaviour
can be understood with the help of Figs. 3.2(g)-3.2(k) where we show the
effect of the gate on the Fermi level for five different gate filling factors. In
situation 3.2(g) the filling factors b and g are equal (b=g=2) and no voltage
drop is measured between probe 7 and 8. The cantacts 7 and 8 are "connected"
by 2 edge channels. Wh en VGis lowered to g= 1Y2 as drawn schematically in
Fig. 3.2(h), all the electrans entering the gated area at point A have to leave
the area at point B: the electrans cannot backscatter to the opposite side of the
device (toward cantacts 2, 3, and 4) and therefore do not cause resistance.
Further decrease of the gate voltage leads to the separation of the b=2 edge
channel from the b=l edge channel as is shown in Fig. 3.2(i). The voltage
drop between probe 7 and 8 remains zero as long as the electron concentration
underneath the gate is not zero. When g=O, the electron gas under the gate is
fully depleted and cantacts 7 and 8 are electrically isolated. The voltage
difference V78 is not well defined anymore as is clearly shown in the
measurement.
From the results for b=2 we conclude that the complete area of the 2DEG
underneath the gate has the same (chemica!) potential, even if the gate filling
factor is not an integer. This is also experimentally confirmed by our
observation that there exists no potential difference between the interior
contact 9 and contact 7 (or 8), i.e., the total Hall voltage develops between
cantacts 9 and 3. Electrical transport in the 2DEG underneath the gate is
dissipationless; the complete gated area including the cantacts 7, 8, and 9 can
be considered as an extended edge with an effective filling factor of (in this
case) 2. The drastic changes in the Hall voltage difference between an interior
and an edge contact in an inhamogeneaus sample when the magnetic field is
swept through a QH plateau [27], can be fully understood from our analysis
given above. The observation by Ebert et al. [27] that most of the current is
flowing within this part of the device which has a carrier density ciosest to an
integer filling factor, i.e, an incompressible region, is consistent with our
results.
If cantacts 2 and 9 are used as current cantacts even more interesting results
are obtained (Fig. 3.3). This contiguration is used to directly contact the (b-g)
innermost [i.e., the (b-g) highest spin-split Landau levels] edge channels. At
VG"'+80 mV, the three-terminal differential resistance R29. 19 goes to infinity.
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FIG. 3.3. R29_19 in units of hle2 as a function of V 0 at b=2 and b=4. For
b=4 three plateaus are seen and for b=2 one plateau is observed. The
expected values of the fractions of h/e 1 at which the resistance is
quantized are indiCated along the right hand vertical axis.

This means that there is no path along which the cuerent can flow from the
interior contact to the outer periphery of the sample. The sample now acts like
a Corbino disc. When the gate voltage is decreased, however, we expect to see
three plateaus having resistances R29 _19=h/e 2[(b-g)" 1-b-1], each time when the
filling factor undemeath the gate equals an integer. When two Landau levels
are occupied (b=4), the measured plateau resistances indeed equal h/e 2(3/4),
h/e 2(1!4), and h/e 2(1112) for gis 3, 2, and 1, respectively. For g=2, one plateau
at h/e 2(1/2) is measured. This quantization of R29_19 is observed when b=2 and
g=l and corresponds to the situation displayed in Fig. 3.2(i) where the interior
contact is connected to the innermost edge channel. The outermost edge
channel flows along the outer periphery of the sample. A new electrostatical
edge is defined when the electron gas undemeath the gate becomes fully
depleted. All the edge channels now run along the gate and the resistance R29_19
goes to zero ( g=O), beyond a gate voltage of -300 mV.
Measurements of R29_89 in Fig. 3.4 clearly reveal that the (b -g) edge channels
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along the gate do not interact with the remaining g edge channels undemeath
the gate. The measured quantized values of R29 •89 correspond to h/e 2(h-g )" 1. This
expression has been derived assuming complete adiabatic transport between the
different pairs of contacts. If mixing of edge channels between contact 7 and
8 was be important, the measured resistance would be equal to h/e2 [(b-g)" 1-b-1] .
From the data in Fig. 3.4 it is shown that this is certainly not the case.
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FIG. 3.4. Measurement of R29 .89 versus the gate voltage. In this case,
three plateaus are observed having resistances I , '12, and 113 times h/e 2• One
plateau at l(h/e 2) is seen when b=2.

Fig. 3.5 shows that R29. 18 is almast constant when a gate voltage Vc is applied.
When (b-g) channels are flowing along the gate we can derive that indeed
R2918 = hle 2(b" 1) is independent of the value of g.
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FIG. 3.5. R29 . 18 is independent of the gate voltage. For the two bulk
integer filling factors the resistance stays on the quantized value h/e 2(1/b)
as is shown in the figure.

3.4

Conclusions

At bulk integer filling factors, the voltage difference between two probes on
the same side of the sample remains unaffected (zero) when part of the sample
is brought to another filling factor, not necessarily an integer one. Prerequisite,
however, is that the electrans cannot backscatter to the opposite side, i.e.,
across the full width of the sample. By changing the local filling factor by
means of a gate co vering half of the structure, we are able to separate the edge
channels on the same side of the sample by a macroscopie distance of about
1 mm. Even the spin-split edge channels, where the spin gap is much smaller
than the Landau gap, can he significantly separated from one another. Due to
the large spatial separation, the interedge channel scattering is totally
suppressed even at a relatively high temperature of 1.2 K. It is obvious that the
meaning of the equilibration length in this case is not clear, since it depends
strongly on the exact form of the confining potential.
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4. Edge channel transport in the presence
of a lateral concentration gradient in
the two-dimensional electron gas*
4.1

Introduetion

The electrical transport properties of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
in the quanturn Hall (QH) regime have been successfully analyzed on the basis
of the Landauer-Büttiker formalism [1,2]. The confining potential near the
boundaries of a 2DEG shifts the Landau level energies and edge channels are
formed at the intersections with the Fermi level [3-5]. Magneta-transport in the
QH regime is completely governed by the confining potential and the coupling
of these edge channels to the cantacts of the sample. In the QH plateaus a
number of edge states conesponding to an integer filling factor propagate
dissipationless along the edges of the sample, whereas in between the plateaus
the uppermost partially filled state extends into the "bulk" of the sample
causing a longitudinal resistance (Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations).
*Published in Phys. Rev. B 48, 17 897 ( 1993).
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Experiments with barriers in the 2DEG created by a gate across the sample
[6-8] convincingly show the applicability of the edge channel model in the QH
regime. Split gates [9, 10] or Schottky [ 11, 12] gates across the leads to the side
cantacts have been used to change the reflection and the transmission of the
edge channels at the contacts. Interior voltage probes in combination with
peripheral current cantacts have been attached in order to determine the
poten ti al and current distri bution in the 2DEG under QH conditions [ 13-15,22].
Although interior cantacts seem to disturb the potential distribution inside the
sample [ 16], these results show that the current distribution in the QH regime
is strongly inhomogeneous. In the edge channel picture it is clear now that in
a QH plateau there exists no edge-state-path connecting the interior contact to
the outer contacts, so that the potential of the interior contact is undefined
[17]. Faist et al. [ 18] demonstrated that interior contact probes may be
considered as partially coupled contacts, able to feed or preferentially detect
the innermost edge channel. In chapter 3 we also used an interior contact,
however, with the additional possibility "to connect" this interior contact to the
periphery by a gate covering half of the sample [ 19]. In the present chapter we
report about an extension of this work, using a low mobility p-type o-layer as
an interior gate at a distance of about 0.7 ~m from the 2DEG. This layer acts
as a normal gate, but can also be used to create an electron concentration
gradient in the direction of the Hall field.

4.2

Sample and experimental setup

The structure used in this work has been grown by molecular-beam epitaxy
and basically consistsof two parts: a heterostructure containing a 2DEG on top
of a two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG) in the form of a o-doped Be layer.
First, starting from the semi-insulating GaAs substrate, an 0.2-~m GaAs layer
is grown. After this first layer the growth is stopped in order to dope the
sample with Be, acting as an acceptor in GaAs. The growth continues with
GaAs (0.2-J..I.m) and a 20-nm-thick AlAs layer. This essentially is the lower
part of the device. Second, a modulation-doped GaAs/Al 0 .33Gao. 67 As
heterostructure is grown, consisting of an 0.5-J..I.m GaAs layer, a 20-nm
undoped Al 033 Gao.67 As spaeer layer, foliowed by a 38-nm doped
(Si: 1.33xl0 18 cm-3) Al0 _33Gao_67 As layer and finally an undoped 17-nm GaAs
cap layer. The top of the structure is mesa-etched in the shape of a
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5.4 x 2.1 mm2 Hall bar as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). For this purpose, the AlAs
layer in between the 2DEG and the 2DHG has been designed to serve as an
etch stop. Selective contacts are made to the 2DEG and the 2DHG by using
Ni/AuGe/Au and Zn/Au, respectively. Eight out of nine contacts to the 2DEG
are defined on the outer periphery; contact 1 and 5 are used as current
contacts, the remaining contacts ( 1.1 mm apart) act as voltage probes. One
contact (9) is located in the middle of the Hall bar, in between contact pair 3
and 7. The two large Zn/Au contact-bars (numbers 10 and 11; each 6.1 mm
long) on both sides of the Hall bar are electrically attached to the 2DHG. The
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FIG. 4.1. (a) Top view of the sample used in this work. Contacts I to
9 are electrically attached to the 2DEG, the rernaining cantacts (numbers
I 0 and 11) are connected with the ö-doped Be layer. Voltage souree V Gl
can be used to deplete the electron gas. In configuration A the total
nurnber of electrons in the 2DEG will decrease when V G2 is swept to
negative voltages, while in configuration B it stays constant. (b) Cross
sec ti on of the device, showing the contacts to the two conducting layers
separated by the AIAs layer.
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spatial separation between these contacts is 3.2 mm. By applying a reverse
bias by means of voltage souree Vc 1 between the 2DEG and the 2DHG, we
can use the latter as an interior gate. However, when a voltage is applied
across the 2DHG, i.e., across contact 10 and contact 11 by voltage souree Vc 2 ,
a gradient in the electron concentration in the upper lying 2DEG is induced.
We either use the setup indicated by A in Fig. 4.1(a) or setup B where voltage
souree V c 2 bas been exchanged by a symmetrie one. The latter is used to keep
the total number of electrans in the 2DEG constant, assuming that the contacts
10 and 11 have equal (and ohmic) resistances. Fig. 4.1(b) shows a schematic
layout of the cross-section of the device. The spatial separation between the
2DEG and the 2DHG is 0.72 11m. Standard lock-in techniques are used to
measure the resistances of the 2DEG, which are defined as R;1_.r=V.,II;1 where
the current Iu is sent from contact i to contact j and the voltage Vkl is measured
between contact pair k and l. The current applied is 100 nA and is sent from
contact 1 to contact 5 for all measurements shown in this chapter. The
experiments were done in magnetic fields up to 7 T at a temperature of 1.2 K.
The direction of the magnetic field (B) is perpendicular to the conducting
layers pointing out of the paper (clock-wise rotation of the edge channels).
Prior to the magneta-transport experiments on the 2DEG, we performed van
der Pauw measurements on a different sample from the same wafer in order
to characterize the electrical properties of both the 2DEG and the 2DHG. From
these experiments we derive an electron mobility 11. of 3.2xl05 cm2N s and
an electron concentration n, of 2.4xl0 11 cm· 2 in the darkat 1.2 K. The mobility
llh and the concentration nh of the holes in the 8-doped Be layer are 54 cm2N s
and 2.3xl0 12 cm· 2, respectively. Due tothefact that the mobility of the 2DHG
is significantly lower than the mobility of the electrons, the Landau
quantization effects in this layer are negligible so that we can create a constant
gradient in the electron concentration independent of the magnetic field.
Figs. 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) show how the electron concentration and the electron
mobility change when a reverse bias is applied by means of the voltage souree
Vc 1 between the 2DEG and the 2DHG CVc2 remains zero). The data points in
Fig. 4.2(a) are obtained from Hall measurements at small magnetic fields. The
solid line in Fig. 4.2(a) represents the change of the electron concentration as
a function of Vc 1 given by the formula of a plane plate capacitor, where we
have taken a value of 13 for the relative permittivity of the dielectric and
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FIG. 4.2. Dependenee of the electron concentration n, (a) and of the
electron mobility Jl, (b) on the voltage V Gt· (c) Two terminal magnetoresistance of the 2DHG as a function of the magnetic field.

0.72 J..lm for the distance between the two plates. From Fig. 4.2(b) we see that
the electron mobility varies linearly with Ve 1 (and thus linearly with the
electron concentration), from 3.2x105 cm2N s at n,= 2.4xl0 11 cm·2 to
0.8xl05 cm 2N s .at n,= 0.4xl0 11 cm·2• Finally, Fig. 4.2(c) shows the twoterminal magneto~resistance of the 8-doped Be layer. It is indeed clear that the
resistance does not show any quanturn effects in the field range up to 7 T.
Only a slight clas.sical magneto-resistance is observed.

4.3

Results and interpretation

In this section we present magneta-transport properties of the 2DEG as a
function of the gate voltages Ve 1 and VG2. Figs. 4.3(a)-4.3(c) show
measurements of R 15_31 (labeled by 1) and R 15.39 (labeled by 2) as a function of
voltage Ve 1 for tilree different values of Ve2 at a constant magnetic field of
2 T. In Fig. 4.3(a), Ve 2 is set to zero. When areverse bias is applied between
the 2DHG and the 2DEG, the quantized Hall resistances R 1 ~_ 37 at bulk filling
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factors b=4 and b=2 are clearly resolved. The plateaus at odd filling factors are
not resolved since the energy gap between the spin states is smalt compared
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FIG. 4.3. Hall resistances measured across two contacts lying on the
outer edge of the Hall bar (R 15.37 ; curves labeled by I) and Hall
resistances (R 15.39 ; curves labeled by 2) measured across an edge contact
and the interior contact as a function 0f the gate voltage Vc 1. In (a) VG2=0
V, in (b) Vc2=-0.5 V, and in (c) Vc 2=-1.0 V .

to k8 T. In Fig. 4.3(a), we also present the Hall resistance measured between
the voltage probes 3 and 9 as a function of Vc 1• We abserve a similar behavior
as has been reported in literature [13-15], i.e., no quantization of resistance
occurs. At Vc 1=-2.16 V, the whole electron gas is depleted and the resistances
R 15 .37 and R 15. 39 are not well defined anymore. In Fig. 4.3(b), measurements of
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R 15 .37 and R 15.39 are displayed but now Vc2 is set to -0.5 V. Due to the voltage
drop in the 2DHG, a small gradient in the electron concentration is induced
across the width of the Hall bar [setup A in Fig. 4.l(a)]. An overall decrease
of the electron concentration is observed since the voltage difference between
the 2DHG and the 2DEG across the width of the sample is notsymmetrie with
respect to the middle of the Hall bar. This decrease of electron concentration
is reflected in the measurements, as a shift of the curves toward higher
voltages. While the resistances of R 15 ,37 in Figs. 4.3(b )-4.3( c) are very similar
to the curve in Fig. 4.3(a), drastic changes occur in R 15 .39 • R 15.39 also becomes
quantized when a gradient in the electron concentration is induced. Since the
potential of contact 11 is lower than the potential of contact 10, we ex peet that
the total depletion of the electron gas starts near contact 7 and gradually
extends toward contact 9 as Vc 1 is lowered. Fig. 4.3(b) shows that pinch off

near contact 7 occurs at Vc 1=-1.87 V and at Vc 1=-2.02 V near contact 9. From
these values we can derive that the gradient across the width of the Hall bar
is approximately Lll'l)~w::::0.15x10 11 cm- 2/mm for Vc 2= -0.5 V. From Fig. 4.3(c)
where V c2 is set to -1.0 V we derive a gradient in the electron concentration
of Lln/~w"" 0.30xl0 11 cm- 2/mm. Note that the difference in electron concentration across the width of the sample does not exceed the degeneration
(2eB!h) of a Landau level.
It is clear from the results shown in Fig. 4.3 that already for a small gradient
in the electron concentration the innermost edge channel becomes
macroscopically wide and subsequently couples with the interior contact
number 9. Contacts 7 and 9 have the same potential and the full Hall voltage
is observed between contacts 9 and 3. This is schematically illustrated in Fig.
4.4. Further decrease of V c2 results in a change in the filling factor by 1 across
the width of the Hall bar. In Fig. 4.4(a), we schematically show the case that
two edge channels are formed on both sides of the sample where the
(spin-split) Landau level intersects the Fermi level (EF). The electrons in
channel number 2 have no possibility to scatter across the width of the device
since edge channel 2 and the edge channels 2 ' and 1 ' flowing in the opposite
direction are spatially separated. However, when the magnetic field is
increased as is shown in Fig. 4.4(b), the electrons in the uppermost level
(2=2 ') can backscatter. The electrons in the remaining edge channel (1) that
is flowing along the boundary of the sample cannot equilibrate with the
uppermost level (2=2 ') since the latter is spatially separated. From this
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(a)

(j)

1'

FIG. 4.4. Energy stales of the electron gas at two different magnetic
field strengths in case a gradient is induced in the electron concentration.
A finite broadening of the energy states is taken into account. The
numbers in the circles indicate the positions of the contacts. (a) Four edge
channels are formed where the spin split Landau level intersects the
Fermi level (EF). A macroscopically wide channel (number 2) is
developed between contact 7 and contact 9. (b) As the magnetic field is
increased, channel 2 moves across the width of the Hall bar until it
reaches the opposite side of the sample where backscattering can take
place.

analysis we also expect to measure the Shubnikov-de Haas resistance peaks
only on the side of the sample where the electron concentration is the highest
In Fig. 4.5 we show Shubnikov-de Haas and Hall measurements on the sample
for three different gradients in the electron concentration. The measurements
are done using the electrical circuitBas is displayed in Fig. 4.l(a). Vc 1 is used
to apply an offset voltage to prevent forward biasing near contact 3 for large
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val ues of V G 2 . Before the measurements are performed the sample has been
illuminated to increase the electron concentration. Fig. 4.5(a) shows the normal
Shubnikov-de Haas (R 15 .67 ) and Hall (R 15 .37 ) measurements where V Gl is set to
-1.0 V and no voltage is applied across the 2DHG. Fig. 4.5(b) shows the
Shubnikov-de Haas and Hall measurements when a gradient in the electron
concentration is induced by setting VG 2 to -4.0 V. In this case, the voltage of
contact 11 is -3.0 V and the voltage of contact 10 is +1.0 V. The Shubnikovde Haas peaks are totally suppressed from B""l.O T up to B=7.0 T. The Hall
measurement reveals the number of edge channels present in the sample.
Although not all available edge channels flowing from 1 to 5 are necessarily
conneeled to contact 7, at least one channel which connects contact 5 with
contact 7 is sufficient to determine the total number of edge channels. In Fig.
4.5(c) the direction ofthe gradient in the electron concentration is reversed and
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FIG. 4.5. Shubnikov-de Haas (R 15 .67 ) and Hall measurements (R 15 .37 ) for
three different va lues of V01 . (a) V01 =0.0 V, (b) V01=-4.0 V, and (c) VG2=
+4.0 V. Voltage souree V Gl is set to -1.0 V to prevent a forward bias
between the 2DHG and the 2DEG .
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the highest electron concentration is near the two voltage probes (contacts 6
and 7) where the Shubnikov-de Haas voltage is measured. The potential of
contact 11 is + 1.0 V and the potential of contact 10 is -3.0 V. The apparent
increase of the electron concentration that can be observed when Figs. 4.5(b)
and 4.5(c) are compared to Fig. 4.5(a), is attributed to the gradient applied.
This is easily understood with the help of Fig. 4.4(a) where the effective filling
factor is equal to 2 (R 15 37=h/2e 2 ), whereas in the case where no gradient is
present the filling factor is less than 2 (h/2e 2<.R 15_37<hle 2) at the same value of
the magnetic field. The Shubnikov-de Haas resistance peaks in Fig. 4.5(c) do
not disappear, instead they become asymmetrie. The asymmetrie shape of the
Shubnikov-de Haas peaks has also been reported in literature [2,5,20-22], Our
results are consistent with the explanation by Haug [2] that the asymmetrie
lineshape of the resistance peaks arises from a reduction of the coupling
between edge states on one side of the sample due to the energy dependenee
of the density of states of the innermost edge channel.

4.4

Conclusions

It is demonstrated that when a second parallel (low mobility) conducting layer
(2DHG) is grown in actdition toa two-dimensional electron gas, the former can
be used to influence the magneta-transport properties of the latter. The electron
concentration can be decreased by applying a reverse bias between the 2DHG
and the 2DEG. In this way the 2DHG is used as an interior gate. By sending
a current through the 2DHG by means of two large cantacts along both sides
of the Hall bar, we create a gradient in the electron concentration across the
width of the sample. Due to the gradient in the electron concentration, the
innermost edge channel becomes macroscopically wide and couples with an
interior contact. The fully quantized Hall resistance is then measured between
the interior contact and an edge contact. When the gradient in the electron
concentration across the width of the sample becomes large enough, the
Shubnikov-de Haas resistance peaks completely disappear on the low electron
concentration side of the sample and dissipation takes only place on the high
electron concentration side of the sample.
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5. Direct observation of edge channels in
the integer quanturn Hall regime*
5.1

Introduetion

Edge channels play a crucial role in the magneto-quantum transport
phenomena in two-dimensional electron gases (2DEG's) under quanturn Hall
(QH) conditions [1]. The confining potential near the boundaries of a 2DEG
bends the Landau levels and edge channels are formed at the intersections with
the constant Fermi level. This results in a steplike dependenee of the electron
concentration on position near the sample edges. lt has been shown
theoretically [2,3 ], that compressible (partly filled Landau levels) and
incompressible strips (fully filled Landau levels) are formed, if Jong-range
Coulomb interaction and the effect of screening · in high magnetic fields is
taken into account. The compressible strips are predicted to be much wider
than the incompressible ones and for a given magnetic field their widths
depend only on the electron concentration gradient. There have been numerous
experiments convincingly demonstrating the applicability of the edge state
*Published in Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 1198 (1995).
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model. Almost a decade ago, measurements on Hall bar devices with
peripheral and interior contacts [4-6] already showed that in QH-plateaus the
voltage drops in narrow regions close to the sample edges. Magneto-transport
experiments using either quanturn-point contacts [7] or contacts with a cross
gate [8,9] proved the possibility to selectively populate and detect edge
channels. Contactless spatially resolved techniques additionally revealed the
edge character of the electrical transport in magnetically quantized 2DEG
systems [ 10-13]. The Hall potential distribution was obtained by utilizing the
electro-optic effect in GaAs [10]. The fountain pressure of superfluid He was
used to show where dissipation takes place under QH conditions [11]. Nonequilibrium population of edge states was made clear by photoconductivity
measurements in the far infrared. An increased cyclotron resonance amplitude
was observed at the edge where non-equilibrium populated states propagate
[12] . By scanning an intense beam of phonons across an entire area of the
2DEG, electron-pbonon interaction has been stuclied by measuring the change
iri the two-terminal resistance [13].
Although all of these experimental results provide qualitative confirmations of
theoretica] predictions about edge states, numerical values of the spatial
separation and the width of the edge channels themselves are scarce. Only
recently experimental evidence for finite-width edge channels was given: the
breakdown of the integer and fractional QH effect in a narrow 2DEG could
only be explained if the band of edge states is much wider than the magnetic
length [14]. Additionally, Ta.kaoka et al. [ 15] have determined the width of the
edge channels from magneto-càpacitance measurements.
Quantitative information about edge states can only be obtained by either an
enhancement of the spatial resolution of the detection technique or by
substantially increasing the edge channel separation and width.

5.2

Device and experimental setup

In this chapter, we show that pos1t10ns and widths of edge stales can be
controlled indeed by an in-grown gate and directly detected by the
(differential) lateral photoelectric effect. The sample used in this work consists
of two parallel layer structures: a GaAs/Al0 .33Gao.67As heterostructure
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(a)

(b)
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FIG. S.t. (a) Set up and top view of the sample used in this work. Light
from a He-Ne laser (L) is coupled into a fiber the end of which is
attached to a parallel bimorph piezo-electric crystal (P). The elements in
the dotted box are mounted on an x-y translation stage. The scan
direction across the sample is indicated by the black dots ( y-direction).
The (differential) lateral photovoltage is measured across cantacts I and
2; cantacts 3 and 4 are conneeled to the 2DHG. The total number of
electroos in the 2DEG is controlled by voltage souree V 01 , while voltage
souree V 02 is used to generate the gradient in the electron concentratiort.
The side arms and side cantacts to the 2DEG have been omitted for
clarity. (b) Schematic picture of the band structure of the device,
consisting of a heterostructure and a 0-doped Be-layer (arrow). (c)
mustration of current paths in a Hall bar under QH conditions. The edge
states are labelled by A and F and B-E show the highly resistive
percolating paths from the spot position to the contacts.
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contammg a 2DEG located 75 nm below the surface on top of a twodimensional hole gas (2DHG), formed by a 8-doped Be layer 795 nm below
the surface. This device is basically the same as we have used previously [16],
but without the AlAs etch-stop layer in between the 2DHG and the 2DEG.
Additionally, before the actual device was grown, a GaAs/Alo 33Ga0 _67 As
superlattice (25 Á/25 Á 100x) had been grown to improve the sample quality.
After illumination at 1.2 K, the 2DEG has an electron concentration of
4.5xl0 11 cm· 2 and an electron mobility of 5.0x105 cm2N s. From van der Pauw
measurements on a different sample from the same wafer we derive a hole
concentration and mobility of 2.3xl0 12 cm· 2 and 85 cm2N s, respectively.
A Hall bar (5x2 mm2 ) was defined by wet-chemica! etching and 8 ohmic
contacts were made to the 2DEG, using Ni/AuGe/Au as a contact materiaL
Electricalcontact to the 2DHG was made by two large contacts (Zn/Au) on
both sides of the Hall bar, see Fig. 5.1(a). The 2DHG was used to control the
electron concentration (Vc 1) and also to create a gradient in the electron
concentration (VG2) across the width of the Hall bar. The sample was mounted
in a split-coil cryo-magnet with an optica! access. Light from a He-Ne laser
(À=633 nm) was coupled into a fiber, the end of which sits on [ 17] a parallel
bimorph piezo-electric crystal attached to an x-y translation stage. The light
emerging from the fiber is then focused onto the sample, forming a spot of
approximately 15 ~m in diameter. The laser power incident on the sample is
approximately 1 ~W. A slight increase in temperature of the illuminated area
which may result does not noticeably influence the photosignal. In contrast to
other spatially resolved techniques, in our experiments the light spot does not
interact with the edge channels. The spot acts as a current injecting contact,
and can be regarded as a _thermalizing electron reservoir in the same way as
a metallic contact. The spot can be scanned across the sample in the x- and
y-direction whereas the spot position can be modulated by applying an A.C.
voltage on the piezo-electric crystal. All measurements presented here were
performed in a magnetic field which is directed perpendicular to the
conducting layers at a temperature of 1.2 K under a constant background
(daylight) illumination.
The band diagram given in Fig. 5.1(b) shows schematically that the photons
entering the sample on the n-type side of the heterostructure generate electronhole pairs in the GaAs at the point of illumination. The built-in eiectric field
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separates the electron-hole pairs and a photocurrent develops between the
2DEG and the 2DHG. The electrans entering the 2DEG flow laterally away
from the illuminated spot and give rise to the lateral voltage drop in the
2DEG. Finally, the electrans flow to the 2DHG via the shunt resistors R5
(10 k.Q) where they recombine with the holes. At room temperature and zero
magnetic field, the voltage difference V 1- V2=V12 measured across cantacts 1 and
2 depends linearly on position in the x-direction [18-20]. No dependenee on
position is observed if the scan is made across the width of the device
( y-direction). One intuitively expects that under QH conditions this picture
changes dramatically. Let us consider Fig. 5.l(c) which shows the case where
one (spin-split) Landau level is filled and the Fermi level resides in the
localized states. In this situation, two relatively high conducting edge channels
(A and F) are present near the boundaries of the 2DEG, whereas the resistance
between the spot position and one of the edges (paths of type B-E) becomes
extremely high. In this respect, the illuminated spot can be regarcled as a
movable Corbino-like contact, acting as a current injector. lf the illuminated
spot moves totheupper edge in Fig. 5.l(c), most of the lateral current flows
via paths of type B and A to contact 2 while at the opposite side of the sample
the current predominantly flows via paths E and F to contact 1. If a scan is
made across the width of the Hall bar, one expects to see an "image" of the
lateral resistance between the spot position and the cantacts 1 and 2.

5.3

Lateral photoelectric effect

Fig. 5.2(a) presents the lateral photovoltage between cantacts 1 and 2 (V12)
under QH conditions. The voltage Vc 1 is set to -1.5 V and the magnetic field
is 3.14 T, corresponding toa bulk integer filling factor of 4. The scan bas been
performed in the middle of the Hall bar and the distance between the measured
points is 25 IJ.m. Clearly seen are the tails near the sample edges. The sign of
the signa! V 12 corresponds to the direction in which most of the lateral electron
current flows. It is clear from these data that the currents near the edges of the
sample flow in opposite directions. Fig. 5.2(b) shows the first derivative of the
photovoltage (differential lateral photoeffect) at a modulation frequency of
238 Hz. The amplitude of the modulation is 20 IJ.m and is directed along the
y-axis. Although this differential photoeffect evidences the existence of edge
channels just as in previously reported techniques [1 0-13], the spatial
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FIG . 5.2. (a) Scan across the width of the Hall bar showing the direct
lateral photoeffect. (b) The corresponding differentiallateral photoeffect.

resolution of this technique is still not sufficiently high to resolve the channels
individually. However, the positions and widths of the edge channels can be
influenced by applying a gate voltage Vc 2 across the 2DHG [16] .
Fig. 5.3(a) shows the result for various values of Vc 2 at a fixed magnetic field
of 3.14 T. The voltage souree Vc 1 is set to -1.5 V to prevent a forward bias
between the 2DHG and the 2DEG for large values of Vcz· The bottorn trace
in Fig. 5.3(a) is similar to the one in Fig. 5.2(b). We use a symmetrie voltage
souree Vc 2 to keep the local filling factor constant at y= 0 J.Lm (in this case 4).
As the voltage across the 2DHG is increased, we see that a peak develops
when Vc 2""0.5-0.75 V. This peak follows a hyperbola of constant electron
concentratien (local filling factor of 3.75) as Vc 2 is further increased. We
attribute this peak to the transition from the localized states to the extended
states. On the left hand side of this peak, a macroscopically wide edge channel
is formed, which we interpret as a compressible strip. While for y<O J.Lm the
loc al electron concentratien decreases as a function of Vc2 , for y>O J.Lm an
energetically higher lying spin-split Landau level starts to be filled. At

Vc2=4 V, the total difference in the loc al filling factor across the width of the
Hall bar is more than two, so that we have two macroscopically wide
compressible strips in the bulk of the sample flowing in the same direction, see
Fig. 5.3(b). The corresponding transition peak of the second compressible strip
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FIG. 5.3. The differential lateral photovoltage V' 12 as a function of the
transverse position for increasing gradients in the electron concentration
determined by V e1· The values of V G1 are indicated along the right hand
side vertical axis. The scans are shifted by 20 ~V with respect to each
other. (b) A schematic picture of the positions and widths of the edge
channels for VGl= -1.5 V and VG1::: 4 V (uppermost curve) showing the
two macroscopically wide channels (4 and 5) in the bulk of the sample.

(edge channel 5) is just seen at about yz750 jlm in the uppermost curve of
Fig. 5.3(a). The distance between the two transition peaks is approximately
750 jlm. The maximum width of a strip (compressible plus incompressible
regions) is given by [2,3]:
_ (eB)Jh
w- - -- .

(5.1)

il.n/liy

At Vc2=4 V, l!ln/l:ly is approximately lxl0 11 cm-2/mm. Substituting this value
and a magnetic field of B=3 .14 T in Eq. (5.1), we indeed deri ve a maximum
width w of about 750 jlm. The remaining 3 compressible strips are located
near the edge where y=-1 000 jlm, where the local filling factor drops from 3
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to 0. The 5 compressible strips going in the opposite direction are located near
y= 1000 !LID, where the local filling factor drops from 5 to 0. Si nee the electron
concentration falls off very rapidly near the sample edges, the separation
between these edge channels is far too smal! to be detected. By contrast, the
edge channels near y=-1000 !LID can be made visible when the total number
of electrans in the 2DEG is decreased while keeping the gradient in the
electron concentration (and the magnetic field) constant.
This situation is îllustrated in Fig. 5.4. Voltage souree VG2 is set to 4 V to
create the constant electron concentration gradient and V G 1 is decreased from
-1.5 V to -3.5 V with steps of 0.25 V. The solîd lines labelled by the numbers
1-5 represent the positions in the bulk of the Hall bar where integer local
filling factors are expected. The lower scan (VG 1:;::-J.5 V; VG 2;;:4 V) is the same
as the upper scan in Fig. 5.3(a). Two macroscopically wide channels are
present in this scan. The first one is positioned between local filling factors 3
and 4 (edge channel 4) and the second is formed between the local filling
factors 4 and 5 (edge channel 5). Each channel has a width of approximately
750 !LID. From Fig. 5.4 it is clear that when VG 1 is decreased, the innermost
edge channel starts to broaden near y:;::-1000 !LID (!ow-electron concentration
side of the sample), subsequently moves across the width of the Hall bar, and
finally disappears near y=1000 !LID. This processis repeated until the electron
gas near y=-1 000 !LID is fully depleted. Combining the results presented in
Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 leads to the condusion that 4 edge channels are present in
the case where VG1=-l.5 V and VG2=0 V, just as we derive from Hall
measurements.
Looking more closely at Fig. 5.4, it is obvious that notall transition peaks are
clearly resolved. Taking the measurement for which VG 1=-2.25 V for example,
the transition peak between edge channel 3 and edge channel 4 (spin-gap,
expected at y=O !LID) is hardly visible. This can he understood in the following .
way. Edge channels 3 and 4 flow in the same direction (toward contact 2) and
are spatially separated from the edge channels going in the opposite direction
by an incompressible strip near y=750 !LID (Landau gap). This implies that all
spot positions between y=-700 !LID and y=700 !LID result in the same lateral
photovoltage V12 • The differential photovoltage as measured by spot position
modulation then gives a constant signal in this interval (=0 !!V). For
VG1=-2.50 V, the electrans generated near local filling factor 3 have the
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FIG. 5.4. The differential lateral photovoltage V' 12 as a function of
position for a fixed gradient (Vc2 =4 V) and decreasing electron
concentration (Vc 1). The scans are shifted by 40 J.lV. The solid Iines give
the positions in the bulk of the Hall bar where integer local filling factors
are expected. The values of V Gl are indicated along the right hand side
vertical axis.

possibility to scatter back to contact 1 via the edge channels going in the
opposite direction. This results in the appearance of the transition peak near
Jocal filling factor 3. The increasing probability of backscattering also explains
why the transition peaks at even Jocal filling factors grow in amplitude when
Vc 1 is lowered.

5.4

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that in a 2DEG with a built-in gradient
in the electron concentration, the (differential) photovoltage measured as a
function of position under QH conditions gives quantitative information about
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the geometry of edge channels. Our measurements reveal the positions and the
widths of the edge channels as a function of the local filling factor. The width
of the edge channels, obtained from the spatially resolved measurements, is in
perfect agreement with the theoretically predicted width of compressible strips
by Chklovskii et al. [2-3].
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6. Imaging of edge channels in the
integer quanturn Hall regime by
the lateral photoelectric effect*
6.1

Introduetion

The edges of a finite two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) turn out to be
extremely important in the understanding of transport phenomena in high
magnetic fields [1-5]. Due to the lateral confining potential the (spin-split)
Landau levels are shifted in energy and the so-called edge channels are formed
at the intersections with the constant Fermi level. In the edge state model,
transport phenomena in finite 2D systems are completely determined by the
number and the filling of these edge channels. The population of edge
channels can be modified by changing the magnetic field or by gating
techniques [6-8]. The latter techniques have been successfully used to couple
the outermost edge channel(s) to a current injecting contact. In this way, the
outermost channels can be populated selectively. This offers the possibility to

* Accepted for publication in

Phys. Rev. B
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study interedge-channel scattering [9,10].
Recently, the energy diagram of a 2DEG near the boundary in a quantizing
magnetic field has been reconsidered [ 11, 12], taking into account the effect of
screening and long range Coulomb interaction. lt has been shown theoretically
that compressible (partly filled spin-split Landau levels) and incompressible
strips (fully filled spin-split Landau levels) are formed [13,14]. The
compressible strips are much wider than the incompressible ones and their
widths and positions are solely defined by the magnetic field and the way the
electron concentration drops from its bulk value to zero as the edge is
approached. Experimental evidence of finite width edge channels was given
by studies of the breakdown of the integer and fractional quanturn Hall effect
[15], by magnetocapacitance measurements [16], and by edge magnetoplasmon
studies [ 17, 18]. Direct in formation about the positions and widths of the
individual edge channels, however, requires a spatially resolved measuring
technique. Several papers address spatially resolved measurements. For
instance, that fact that GaAs becomes birefringent under the influence of an
electric field, has been utilized to probe the Hall potential distribution in a
contactless manner [ 19,20]. The fountain pressure of superfluid He was used
to show the places where dissipation under quanturn Hall (QH) conditions
takes place [21]. By scanning an intense beam ofphonons across an entire area
of the 2DEG, electron-pbonon interaction have been studied by measuring the
change in the two-terminal resistance [22]. Far infrared radiation was used to
enhance the interedge-channel scattering: a large photosignal was observed on
the edge where nonequilibrium edge channel transport takes place [23,24]. The
role of the edge channels in the breakdown of the integer quanturn Hall effect
has been investigated by local illumination of the 2DEG [25]. This results in
a local enhancement of the electron concentration and thus stimulates
backscattering.
All these spatially resolved measurements are consistent with the edge channel
model, but the edge channels themselves remairred to be resolved. To
discriminate the edge channels individually, a much higher spatial resolution
is required. Since the positions and widths of the edge channels is directly
related to the shape of the lateral confining potential, we chose to separate the
edge channels prior to detection. Initially, this was realized by a gate covering
half of the sample [26]. However, a metallic gate on top of the device is
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unwanted for spatially resolved optica! measurements. This problem could be
completely overcome by inserting a low mobility p-type, o-doped layer in
between the GaAs substrate and the two-dimensional electron gas [27]. This
2D conducting layer can be used to vary the number of electronsin the 2DEG,
but more important, also to create an electron concentration gradient across the
width of the device.
This 2DEG-2DHG system can also be used as a photodetector, since the two
parallel layers behave essentially the same as a p-i-n photodiode. It is well
known that a lateral photovoltage is produced if a p-i-n structure is
nonuniformly illuminated [28-31]. Wallmark used this effect to produce a
position sensitive photocell [28]. Due to the strong intrinsic electric field which
is present between the p-type and the n-type layer, photogenerated e.lectronhole pairs are effectively separated and recombination becomes negligibly
smal!. After separation, the electrons and holes diffuse laterally out of the
illuminated areaintheir respective layers towards the contacts. In this way, the
illuminated area can be regarded as a current injecting contact [30], which can
be scanned across the active sample area. In the previous chapter, we showed
that the lateral photoeffect is a useful tooi to probe a 2DEG under QH
conditions [32]. In the present chapter, we extend our previous work by
presenting the results of a more detailed experimental investigation of the
lateral photoelectric effect under QH conditions.

6.2

Experimental details

The schematic arrangement of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.1 (a).
Light from a He/Ne laser (À=633 nm) is focused onto the sample via three
mirrors. The first two mirrors, i.e., M 1 and M 2 , are computer controlled and
define the global spot position on the active area of the sample, whereas mirror
M 3 is used to modulate the spot position locally. Mirror M3 is mounted on a
piezo-electric crystal (P), which is controlled by an AC oscillator at a
modulation frequency of 425 Hz. This results in a modulation of the spot
position on the sample of approximately 25 Jlm. The sample is Iocated in a
cryomagnetic system with an optica! access at a temperature of 1.2 K and can
be subjected to magnetic fields up to 7 T. The structure we used has been
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy containing an n-type and a p-type 2D
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(b)
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FIG. 6.1. (a) Schematic Jayout of the experimental setup used. (b) Top
view of the sample. The 2DEG is etched in the form of a Hall bar and
8 ohmic cantacts (marked with the crosses) are attached to it. The two
large cantacts on both sides of the Hall bar are attached to the 2DHG.
Voltage souree V Gl is used to control the total number of electrans in the
2DEG while voltage souree VG 2 controls the gradient in the electron
concentration across the width of the Hall bar. (c) Schematic threedimensional representation of the sample. Local illumination of the
structure results in a photocurrent between the two conducting layers. The
electrans entering the 2DEG flow to the cantacts resulting in a lateral
photovoltage vl2.
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conducting layer. The p-type layer was defined by Ö-doping the sample with
Be, which acts as an acceptor in GaAs. This layer was grown after, starting
from the semi-insulating substrate, an 0.28 Jlm GaAs layer, a
GaAs/Al 033 Gaa.67 As (25Á/25Á 100 x) superlattice, and an 0.1 Jlm GaAs had
been grown successively. The growth continued with GaAs (0.72 Jlm), an
undoped 20-nm-thick Al 0 .3Paa.67 As layer, and a doped (Si: 1.33Xl0 18 cm- 3)
Al 0 .3 3Gaa. 67 As layer (38 nm). Finally the structure is capped with a 17-nm-thick
GaAs layer. The 2DEG, located at the GaAs-Al 0.33 Gaa. 67 As interface 75 nm
below the surface, has a 1.2 K-mobility of 5.0x105 cm 2N s and an electron
concentratien of 4.75xl0 11 cm- 2 • The 1.2 K-mobility of the holes in the
8-doped Be layer is very much lower, i.e., 75 cm 2N s. The hole concentratien
is 2.3Xl0 12 cm- 2 . This 2DHG acts not only as a conventional gate to vary the
total electron concentration, but can also be used to induce a gradient in the
electron concentration. Practically, this is realized by etching the 2DEG in the
form of a Hall bar (5x2 mm 2) and by attaching 8 ohmic cantacts
(Ni/AuGe/Au) to it. The two large cantacts on both sides of the Hall bar
[numbers 3 and 4 in Fig. 6.1(b)] make electrical contact to the 2DHG. The
total number of electrans is controlled by voltage souree VG 1, whereas voltage
souree VG 2 defines the electron concentration gradient across the width of the
Hall bar ( y-direction). The local electron concentration n( y) in the bulk of the
Hall bar is accurately given by
(6.1)

where n0 is the electron concentratien for VG 1=VG2=0 V, d the distance between
the 2DEG and the 2DHG (=0.72 Jlm), and a the distance between the two
cantacts 3 and 4 attached to the 2DHG (=4 mm). The zero-point of the y-axis
is taken in the middle of the Hall bar [see Fig. 6.1(b)].The other symbols have
their usual meanings.
Local illumination of the Hall barresultsin a photocurrent between the 2DEG
and 2DHG, see Fig. 6.1(c). The photogenerated electrans excited in the 2DEG
flow laterally away from the illuminated spot towards the cantacts 1 and 2.
The electrical circuit is closed by two shunt resistors R5 (10 kQ) which
conneet both ends of the Hall bar with the 2DHG. The values of the shunt
resistors are small compared with the intemal resistance between the 2DEG
and the 2DHG, ensuring a high value of the photocurrent. The conditions are
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then close to the short circuit regime. On the other hand, the resistors must be
of the same order of magnitude as the resistance of a 2DEG under quanturn
Hall conditions, to obtain a measurable voltage difference V12 • The power
incident on the sample is typically less than 1 JlW. A slight warming up of the
area being probed does not influence the photosignal. In contrast to other
spatially resolved techniques the light spot does not interact with the edge
channels. The illuminated area can be considered as a thermalizing currentinjecting contact in analogy with a metallic contact. At zero magnetic field, the
voltage difference V12 depends linearly on position in the x-direction and no
dependenee is found when the scan in case is the scan is made across the
width of the device ( y-direction). Under quanturn Hall conditions, an
asymmetry is expected due to the presence of the circulating edge states [32].
As we will show in the next section, the illuminated area can be described as
a current injecting contact. Further, we assume that the total photogenerated
current is carried only by the clockwise circulating edge channels. If the spot
is located at the upper edg~ in Fig. 6.1(b), the voltage V 12 can be calculated
from the Landauer-Büttiker model [4] as

(6.2)

where /ph is the photoinduced current, h Planck's constant, and v the number
of edge channels. Away from the edges, the spot can be regarcled as a
movable current injecting Corbino contact. If the spot touches the opposite
edge the voltage vl2 changes sign.

6.3

Measurements and interpretation

Prior to the experiments in which the laser spot is scanned across the Hall bar,
we performed a related experiment demonstraling that the illuminated area can
be considered as a current injecting contact. The device is similar to the one
described in the previous section, but now only 7 cantacts are made to the
2DEG. See the inset of Fig. 6.2. Instead of making an electrical end contact,
the Hall bar is illuminated by a red LED in the indicated area. The electrans
flow out of the illuminated area and drift towards the end of the Hall bar,
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FIG. 6.2. The measured Hall voltage when the current is injected by the
illuminated area "contact". From the values of the quanturn Hall plateaus,
indicated as fractions of h/e 2 along the right-hand vertical axis, a photocurrent of -290 nA is derived.

which is electrically attached to the 2DHG. lf a magnetic field is applied
perpendicular to the conducting layers, a (quantized) Hall voltage (VH) is
measured between two opposite side contacts as shown in Fig. 6.2. We
observe that the Hall voltage does not depend on the three different contact
pairs one can choose, indicating that recombination of electron-hole pairs
during the drift is negligible. These results clearly demonstrate that the
illuminated area acts like a current injecting contact. Thus, it is possible to
carry out a Landauer-Büttiker type of calculation [such as Eq. (6.2)] to get the
quantized resistances of a 2DEG in high magnetic fields, by using the photoinduced current (/ph) inslead of an externally applied current via the contacts
1 and 2.
Before presenting the results of the spatially resolved measurements, we first
discuss what can be expected if an inhomogeneous 2DEG under QH
conditions is locally illuminated. Let us consider Fig. 6.3, where we present
schematically the edge channels in the presence of an electron concentration
gradient across the width of the sample. Fig. 6.3(a) represents the situation in
which the filling factor in the center of the Hall bar ( y = 0 Jlm) is equal to 4
and that the voltage V G2 is such that the difference in loc al filling factor across
the width of the Hall bar is approximately 2. Due to the gradient in the
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electron concentration, edge channel number 4 going from contact 2 to contact
1 has become macroscopically wide and lies in the bulk of the Hall bar. The
channels numbered 1, 2, and 3 lie close to the left-hand edge. According to
Eq. (6.1), the local electron concentration on the right-hand side of the Hall
bar ( y>O Jlm) is higher, resulting in the accupation of the next energetically
higher lying spin-split Landau level (number 5). The up going channels 1-5 are
spatially separated by an incompressible region [33] from the 5 channels
(a)

D

1-3

(b)

5'-1'

D

1-3

4'-1'

D

D

y=O

FIG. 6.3. Top view of the locations of the channels and the
corresponding energy diagrams in a Hall bar. (a) Due to the gradient in
the electron concentration across the width of the device, two edge
channels (4 and 5) have become macroscopically wide and lie in the bulk
of the sample. The remaining three edge channels going from contact 2
to contact 1 and the 5 edge channels going in the opposite direction are
located in a narrow region close to the left-hand and right-hand sample
edges, respectively. (b) The same gradient is applied but now the number
of electrons in the 2DEG is decreased. The wide channels 4 and 5 have
moved further to the high-electron-concentration si de of the sample. The
electrans in 5 and 5 ' can easily be backscattered into the channels going
from contact I to contact 2.
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(5 '-1 ') going in the opposite direction. If this incompressible strip forms an
infinitely high-resistive harrier between the upwards and downwarcts going
channels (no backscattering), V 12 is given by Eq. (6.2), irrespective of in which
of the channels 1-5 the electrons are injected. In other words, V12 remains
constant when the spot is moved from the left-hand side to the incompressible
region separating 5 from 5 '. The signa! V 12 is expected to fall off very rapidly
to its negative value as soon as the harrier between 5 and 5 ' is crossed.
Fig. 6.3(b), shows the situation where the total number of electrons in the
2DEG is slightly decreased, keeping the gradient in the electron concentration
and the magnetic field the same as in Fig. 6.3(a). The channels 3, 4, and 5
move towards the right-hand edge of the Hall bar. The incompressible region
between 5 and 5' disappears and the electrons in 5 and 5' can easily be
backscattered into the channels 4 '-1 '. As a result, if a scan is made across the
total width of the Hall bar, we expect V12 to drop steeply already when the
spot crosses the incompressible region between channel 4 and 5. If the total
number of electrans is further decreased, channel4 touches the right-hand edge
and consequently V 12 drops already in between channel 3 and 4.
In Fig. 6.4, typical experimental results are presented of a measurement of V 12
as a function of position in the y-direction. The experimental conditions
concerning the electron concentration (Vc 1=-1.5 V) and its gradient (VG 2=4 V)
are practically equal to those assumed in Fig. 6.3(a). Contrary to the
expectation the photovoltage is not constant from y=-1000 ~m up to about
y-600 ~m, but steps on top of a gradually decreasing signa! are observed. The
position of the onset of the steps corresponds to the transition from a
compressible region to an incompressible region [32]. From these experimental
data, we conclude that apparently backscattering is not completely suppressed.
This is not surprising since the electrons are not created at the Fermi level, but
in highly excited states. We stress that just the fact that backscattering is not
completely suppressed makes it possible to detect the transitions between the
channels 4 and 5.
To enhance the sensitivity we measured also the derivative of V 12 with respect
to position (in the y-direction). This so-called differential lateral photoeffect
(=V ' 12) is illustrated in Fig. 6.4(b). The scan presented in Fig. 6.4(b) is taken
during another cooling down cycle as compared to the scan in Fig. 6.4(a) but
the experimental conditions are comparable.
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FIG. 6.4. (a) The lateral photovoltage V 11 as measured across contacts
I and 2 as a function of position. (b) The differential lateral photovoltage V' 12• The positions of the compressible and incompressible strips
are schematically indicated on top of the figure.

In Fig. 6.5, we present measurements of the differential lateral photoeffect
such as presented in Fig. 6.4 as a function of position, but here the laser spot
has been scanned across a large area of the sample. The data obtained are
stored in a 512x512 array and displayed as gray tones. The white areas in
Fig. 6.5 (the regions on the right-hand side of channels 4 and 5) correspond
to the regions, where the differential lateral photovoltage is large. The
boundaries of the Hall bar are indicated by the white dashed lines and the
white boxes marked with crosses show the locations, where ohmic contacts are
made to the 2DEG. Due to the limited size of one of the windows inside the
cryostat and the relatively large size of the sample, images could only be made
of half of the Hall bar. Two frames have been composed to obtain Fig. 6.5: the
frames are matebed just above the upper side arms. The magnetic field is 3.14
T and is perpendicular to the plane and points out of the paper. The voltage
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FIG. 6.5. The differential lateral photovoltage V ' 12 measured as a
function of position and displayed in gray tones. The white regionsin the
measurement show the positions on the sample where the signa! is high.
The interference pattem which is present allheupper frame is an artefact
of the measuremenl.

across the p-type 8-doped layer (VG2 ) is set to 4 V resulting in a gradient in the
electron concentration across the width of the device of approximately
Ixl0 11 cm-2/mm [Eq.(6.1)]. The high-electron-concentration side ofthe sample
is near the right-hand boundary.
Most striking in the measurement are the macroscopically wide strips in the
bulk of the sample parallel to the sample's edges. The strip in the middle of
the Hall bar has a width of approximately 750 J..l.m. Note that the width and
position of the strips is not significantly changed when the contact at the end
of the Hall bar (number I) is approached. This is indeed what one expects
from the edge channel model for a graded electron concentration. A large
differential lateral photovoltage is observed if the laser spot probes the highelectron-concentration side of the sample. This situation is similar to the one
described in Fig. 6.4, where the photogenerated electrans can easily be
backscattered into the edge channels going in the opposite direction (from
contact I to contact 2). The white/black spots, which are also visible in
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Fig. 6.5, arise from dust particles on top of the device. The presence of these
particles affects the transmission of the laser radiation and thus the rate at
which electron-hole pairs are generated in the GaAs layer.
Figure 6.6 shows the differential lateral photovoltage V' 12 in a selected area
between the upper side cantacts in Fig. 6.5 [the dotted box in Fig. 6.l(b)] for
various values of Vc 1 • The gradient in the electron concentration is kept

B=3.14T VG2=4V

VGl

=

-4.25 V
-4.00 V
-3.75 V
-3.50 V
-3.25 V
-3 .00 V
-2.75 V
-2.50 V
-2.25 V
-2.00 V

-1.75 V
-1.50 V

V=4

V= 5 .

FIG. 6.6. Images of V ' 12 in a selected area of the Hall bar for various
va lues of VGt• showing the development and the shift of macroscopicall y
wide c hannels.
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constant CVc2=4 V) and the magnetic field is fixed at B=3.14 T. Most striláng
in Fig. 6.6 are the equidistant strips which move from the left-hand sample
edge to the right-hand sample edge when the overall electron concentratien is
decreased (from the bottorn to the top). Theoretically, the width of a strip
(compressible plus incompressible regions) is given by [13,14]

w

=

(eBfh)
(ll.nf ll.y)

(6.3)

where (eB/h) is the degeneracy of a spin.split Landau level and ll.n/ll.y is the
gradient in the electron concentration. By substituting B=3.14 T and ll.n/ll.y=
lxl0 11 cm. 2/mm into Eq. (6.3), one finds a width w of -750 J.l.m which is in
good agreement with the width derived from Figs. 6.5 and 6.6. The white dots
in Fig. 6.6 indicate the positions in the bulk of the sample, where the local
filling factor (V) is an integer. The white lines conneet the dots with the same
local integer filling factor. From Fig. 6.6, it is clear that when V c 1 is decreased
(from the bottorn to the top in the figure) the edge channels near the low
electron concentration side of the sample start to broaden until a width given
by Eq. (6.3) is reached. Subsequently, the edge channels move across the
width of the Hall bar and finally disappear on the high electron concentration.
This process is repeated until the electron gas near the Jow electron
concentratien side of the sample is fully depleted. From these measurements,
we conclude that backscattering of electrans can only occur on the highelectron-concentratien side provided that the width of an individual channel is
smaller than the width of the Hall bar. The same condusion was drawn from
electrical transport measurements on a similar sample, where Shubnikovde Haas oscillations were found only on the high-electron-concentratien side
of the sample [27].
Figure 6.7 shows a set of scans of the same area of the Hall bar but now the
magnetic field is set at 4.19 T. The value of V c2 is the same (=4 V) resulting
in a gradient in the electron concentratien across the width of the device of
lxl0 11 cm. 2/mm. The general features observed in Fig. 6.7 are the same as
those in Fig. 6.6 and can be explained similarly. Due to the higher magnetic
field, the degeneracy of a single spin-split Landau has lifted by a factor of 4/3.
According to Eq. (6.3), the width of a channel becomes -I 000 Jlm, which is
indeed in agreement with the experimental observation.
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-2.25 V
-2.00 V
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-1.75 V
- 1.50 V
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V=4

FIG. 6.7. A similar measurement as displayed in Fig. 6.6, but in this
measurement the magnetic field has been increased to 4.19 T. The width
· of the channel is approximate ly I 000 j..lm as indicated by the horizontal
distance between the parallel lines.

It is also interesting to show the behavior of the channels as a function of the
magnetic field with fixed electron concentration and gradient. This is presented
in Fig. 6.8 showing line scans of V' 12 across the width of the Hall bar. The
magnetic field is increased with steps of approximately 167 mT. Since the
denominator in Eq. (6.3) is kept constant, the width w of a strip varies linearly
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FIG. 6.8. Line scans of V' 12 as function of position for several magnetic
fields. The "Landau fan" is clearly recognizable in these scans.

with the magnetic field. This is indeed what is observed in Fig. 6.8. The solid
lines labeled by the numbers indicate the positions in the bulk of the Hall bar
where integer filling factors are expected. For magnetic fields up to B=2.5 T
only the transitions between the Landau levels (even filling factors) are
observed, whereas for higher fields also the transitions between two spin levels
belonging to the same Landau level (odd filling factors) become visible.
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Conclusions

It has been shown that when a second, low mobility, conducting layer (2DHG)
has been grown in between a GaAs/AlxGa 1_.As heterostructure containing a
2DEG and a GaAs substrate, the 2DHG can be used to control the transport
properties of the 2DEG. The 2DHG acts like an interior gate if areverse bias
is applied between the 2DHG and the 2DEG. By applying a voltage across the
2DHG by means of two large contacts on both sicles of the Hall bar, we are
able to induce a gradient in the electron concentration across the width of the
sample. In this way, the edge channels can be made macroscopically wide and
pushed into the bulk of the sample. Additionally, this parallel 2DEG-2DHG
structure is a very appropriate system to measure the lateral photovoltage
which appears when the structure is locally illuminated. The light spot acts as
a movable contact injecting current into the channels and the photovoltage is
measured across the two metallic end contacts attached to the 2DEG. We have
used this lateral photoelectric effect as a spatially resolved technique to image
the edge channels in the integer quanturn Hall regime. The 20 images are
interpreled as macroscopically wide compressible regions alternated by
incompressible regions.
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7. Determination of the width of edge
channels
7.1

Introduetion

The total width of an edge channel (compressible and incompressible regions
[1-5]) can easily be extracted from the scans presented in chapters 5 and 6.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine the individual width of a
compressible or an incompressible region. In principle, reconsidering Fig. 6.3,
information on the width of a compressible or an incompressible region can
be obtained from a measurement of the longitudinal resistance on the highelectron-concentration side of the sample. This will be the topic of section 7.3
in this final chapter.
In section 7.4 we show that the macroscopically wide (bulk) channels can be
reflected by a groove that has been etched in the Hall bar structure.
Surprisingly, the Landauer-Büttiker theory [6-10] originally developed to
describe magneto-transport in impurity free 2DEG's still holds for a more
complicated structure like the one presented in this chapter. Although the
widths of the edge channels involved considerably exceed the magnetic length,
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the Landauer-Büttiker model correctly prediets the measured quantized
resistances. The same Hall bar structure has been used to measure the
differential lateral photoelectric effect [ 11]. The general features observed can
be fully understood within the framework of the Landauer-Büttiker model.

7.2

U sed structures

The 1ayer structure of the samples used in this chapter is the same as has been
described in the two previous chapters. The 2DEG is located 75 nm below the
surface at the GaAs-Al 0.33 Gao_67 As interface and is separated from the 2DHG
by an 0.72 j..l.m thick GaAs layer. In Fig. 7.1 we present the layout of the
samples. Si x Ni/ Au Ge/ Au contacts are defined on the periphery of the Hall bar
with dimensions 5x2 mm 2• The samples shown in Figs. 7.l(d)-7.l(f) deviate
-

decreasing V G l - -

(a)

(f)

-

increasing V G2 -----+-

FIG. 7.1. Two types of structures used in this chapter. The edge
channels are indicated by the arrows. (a)-(c) An ordinary Hall bar and
(d)-(f) a Hall bar in which a groove has been etched in the 2DEG. In
Fig. 7.l(f) channel 3 leaving contact 4 is reflected by the groove.
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from the ones in Figs. 7.1(a)-7.1(c) by the groove which has been etched in
the 2DEG. The groove has a width of 100 11m and is I mm long. It has been
defined in the middle of the Hall bar, just in between the voltage probes 2 and
3. The two large Zn/Au cantacts to the 2DHG on bath sides of the Hall bar .
have been omitted in Fig. 7.1 for clarity reasons. Voltage soutee VG 1 is used
to control the overall electron concentration while V G2 defines the gradient in
the electron concentration [ 12]. The voltage sourees VG 1 and VG 2 are attached
to the 2DEG and 2DHG as already displayed in Fig. 4.l(a). All measurements
presented in this chapter are performed at a sample temperature of 1.2 K in a
magnetic field up to 7 T directed perpendicular to the 2DEG.

7.3

Edge channel width

Let us first consider the structure presented in Figs. 7.l(a)-7.l(c). A gradient
in the electron concentration across the width of the Hall bar is assumed and
the edge channels are schematically indicated. Two macroscopically wide
compressible strips (numbers 2 and 3) lie in the bulk of the Hall bar. If the
electron concentration is decreased for a fixed magnetic field and fixed
gradient in the electron concentration, the compressible strips (hatched areas)
move towards the right-hand sample edge, i.e., the high electron concentration
side of the sample. If the current / 14 is sent from contact 1 to contact 4 and the
voltage V23 is measured across contacts 2 and 3, the resistance R 14.23 is
expected to oscillate periodically with the gate voltage VG 1• A finite resistance
is obtained when the compressible strips numbered 3 and 3 ' coincide near the
right-hand sample edge as shown in Fig. 7.1(b). In this case the electrans can
backscatter into the channels 2 '-1 ' going from contact 1 to contact 4. R 14.23
becomes zero again when VG 1 is further decreased. This is illustrated in Fig.
7.1 (c) where channel 2 is spatially separated from the edge channels 2 '-1 ' so
that backscattering of electrans does not take place. In case the electron
concentration as a function of position and the magnetic field are known, the
width of the compressible regions can be determined from resistance
measurements.
Measurement of R 14.56 does not reveal any additional information since R 14.56=0
as function of VG 1 provided that the width of the compressible regions is
smaller than the width of the Hall bar.
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FIG. 7.2. Measurements of the longitudinal resistance R14•23 as function
as function of Vct at a magnetic field of (a) 6 T and (b) 5 T. The
gradient in the electron concentratien is equal for both measurements
(VG2=4 V). As Vc 1 is decreased the channels in the bulk of the Hall bar
move towards contacts 2 and 3 and an oscillatory longitudinal resistance
is measured.

The measurements of R 14 _23 as a function of V01 presented in Fig. 7.2 are taken
at 2 different fixed magnetic fields. The voltage across the 2DHG is kept
constant at V 02=4 V resulting in a gradient in the electron concentration of
approximately lxl0 11 cm·2/mm. Consiclering Fig. 7.2, it is clear that the
oscillations in R 14.23 as a function of V0 1 are indeed observed. The resistance
measurements presented in Fig. 7.2 are comparable with the measurements
already shown in Fig. 4.5(c), where Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations were
found only on the high-electron-concentration side of the sample [12].
lnstead of plotting R 14 ,23 as a function of V0 P it is also possible to display R 14.23
as a function of the maximum loc al filling factor V max . The result for the
measurement in Fig. 7.2(a) is presented in Fig. 7.3. The local filling factor v
is defined by n(y)/(eB/h), where n(y) is given by Eq. (6.1). The maximum
value V max is obtained for Y"" 1000 IJ.m and is indicated by the dotted line in the
inset of Fig. 7.3. The local filling factors for which R 14_23 deviates from zero
are also indicated in Fig. 7 .3. lt is clear that backscattering occurs near half-
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odd-integer filling factors. From the indicated filling factors we can make a
rough estimate that -60% (1.78-1.22) of the energy states in a spin-split
Landau level are extended and -40% (2.20-1.78) are localized. This means that
the width of a compressible region is 0.6x(eB!h)/(tln/!1y)==0.87 mm for the
specified magnetic field and gradient in the electron concentration.
Looking more closely at the Shubnikov-de Haas resistance peaks it can be
noticed that the increase at the highest filling factors (underlined in Fig. 7 .3)
is very steep compared to the fall off at the lowest filling factors. The same
feature was already observed in chapter 4, where the Shubnikov-de Haas
resistance peak:s are strongly asymmetrie in case a gradient in the electron
concentration is induced. The saw-tooth like shape of the Shubnikov-de Haas
resistance peak:s has also been reported in literature [ 13] and could be related
to inhomogeneities in the electron concentrations.

FIG. 7 .3. R14•23 as a function of the local filling factor v max near the edge
where the electron concentration is high. From the local filling factors
where R 14•23 deviates from zero (indicated in the figure), the widths of the
compressible and incompressible regions can be determined.
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Fig. 7.4 shows a measurement of the longitudinal resistance R 14.23 as a function
of the gradient in the electron concentratien (VG2). The magnetic field is set at
2.2 T (v=4). The voltage probes 2 and 3 are at the high-electron-concentration
side of the sample. At V02=0 V, all the edge channels lie near the periphery
of the sample as schematically indicated in the figure. As the gradient in the
electron concentratien is increased the innermost edge channel number 4 near
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FIG. 7 .4. R 14•23 as a function of the gradient in the electron concentratien
determined by Vcl· The magnetic field is set at 2.2 T. The positions of
the edge channels at Vm"'O V, V02z 3 V, and Vm"'6 V are schematically
indicated on top of the figure.

the low-electron-concentration side of the sample starts to broaden.
Simultaneously, on the other side of the Hall bar, an energetically higher lying
spin-split Landau level starts to be populated resulting in the formation of edge
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channel 5. The electrous in channel 5 are backscattered into edge channels
5 '-1' making R 14.23 positive. The spin-splittingat a magnetic field of 2.2 T is
insufficient to observe the effect of the incompressible region in between
channel 5 and channels 5 '-1 '. Further increase of Vc2 leads to the split-off and
broadening of edge channel 3 at the low-electron-concentration side of the
sample and the formation of channel 6 as illustrated in Fig. 7.4. The
incompressible region in between channel 6 and channels 6 '-1' (Landau gap)
is much more effective to prevent the electrous from backscattering as can be
concluded from the steep drop of R 14.23 to zero at V c2""5 V. No te that the
abrupt decrease of R 14.23 occurs at the high-electron-concentration si de of a
compressible region (indicated by the arrows). At the same positions a step is
observed in the lateral photovoltage as shown in chapters 5 and 6.
The number of incompressible (or localized) statesin the tails of a (spin-split)
Landau level is directly related to the microscopie potential fluctuations in the
crystal [14], as was already qualitatively shown in section 2.6. Since the
quanturn mechanica! broadening of a Landau level is characterized by the
single partiele scattering time [15-17] , or equivalently by the quanturn mobility
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FIG. 7.5. Transport rnobility IJ., and quanturn rnobility Jlq as a function
of the electron concentration n,. While the transport rnobility increases
rnonotonously with the electron concentration, the quanturn rnobility
rernains constant (==0.36x l05 crn 2N s) in the whole range.
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llq' we also measured the mobility as a function of the electron concentration
(Fig. 7.5). Although the transport mobility ll, strongly depends on the electron
concentration, 11-q remains constant in the whole range [18]. If we take llq as
a measure of the number of the localized states in the tails of the (spin-split)
Landau levels, the widths of the incompressible and compressible regions are
expected to be independent on the electron concentration. This is indeed what
can be concluded from the scans presenled in chapter 6 and the resistance
measurements shown in Fig. 7.2.

7.4

Reflection of fini te width edge channels

Consictering the Hall bar in Fig. 7.1 (f), it is suggested that the compressible
strip 3 leaving contact 4 is blocked by the groove. Consequently, this
compressible strip is reflected to contact 3. For a constant magnetic field, the
number of reflected channels (R) depends on the gradient in the electron
concentration only. The number of transmitted channels (T) is not affected by
the gradient in the electron concentration. Ifthe theory presented in sectioh 2.5
is applied to the situation displayed in Fig. 7.1(f), the resistance R 14.23 is given
by
(7.1)

where (T+R) is the number of channels going in one direction between contact
3 and 5 (or 2 and 6). By measuring R 14.23 as a function of the gradient in the
electron concentration it is demonstraled that apparently the width of the
compressible strips is not important to apply the Landauer-Büttiker model.
In Fig. 7.6 R 14.23 is measured as function of the gradient in the electron
concentration. The measurement is made on the Hall bar structure as shown
in Fig. 7.1 (d). The magnetic field is adjusted to 1.86 T and the gate voltage
Vc 1=-1.85 V. Under these specific ex perimental conditions, the number of edge
channels is 4 as can be verified by a measurement of the Hall resistance R 14.26
(or R 14.35 ). For the homogeneaus case, i.e., VG2=0, this is associated with a
vanishing longitudinal resistance R 14.23 as observed in Fig. 7.6. We indeed
obtain R 14. 23 =0 when R=O and T=4 are substituted in Eq. (7.1). If a gradient in
the electron concentration is induced the number of reflected channels R can
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FIG. 7.6. R 14 ,23 as a function of the gradient in the electron concentration
defined by Vc2 - At VG2"'4 V two channels are reflected by the groove. The
expected fractions of h/e 2 are indicated along the right-hand side vertical
axis.

be increased while keeping the number oftransmitted channels constant (T=4).
The polarity of VG2 is chosen such that the electron concentration is the highest
near contacts 2 and 3. The first plateau is expected to beseen at h/(20e 2 ) when
R=l and T=4. However, at this magnetic field the spin energy levels are not
completely resolved and only weak curvature inthetrace is observed. The next
plateau occurs at h/(12e 2 ) when R=2 and T=4. Two channels belonging to the
same Landau level are reflected. Since the energy separation between two
successive Landau levels is much larger than that between two spin levels, this
plateau is clearly resolved.
Another manifestation of the quantization of the longitudinal resistance R 14_23
is shown in Fig. 7.7. The orientation of the gradient in the electron
concentration is such that the high-electron-concentration side is near voltage
probes 2 and 3. For VG 2=5 V, fln./!1y is approximately 1.25xl0 11 cm- 2/mm.
Substituting this gradient and a magnetic field of 2.16 Tinto Eq. (6.3), a width
w of -420 ~m can be derived. Since the width of the Hall bar is 2 mm, there
is room for 4 channels in the bulk of the structure. By decreasing the overall
electron concentration while keeping the gradient fixed, at V G,==-1.7 V an
experimental condition is met comparable to that of already discussed in the
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FIG. 7.7. Measurement of R 14.23 as a function of VG 1 at a constant
magnetic field and a fixed gradient in the electron concentration. The
expected fractions of h/e2 are indicated along the right-hand side vertical
axis. The positions of the edge channels in the Hall bars on top of the
figure correspond to the experimental conditions indicated by the arrows.

previous paragraph. The number of transmitted channels T is 4 and the number
of reflected channels R is 2. This situation is schematically indicated on top
of the figure. The expected quantization of R 14•23 at (hle 2 )(1/12) is indeed
observed in the measurement. Further decrease of Vc 1 results in the
displacement of the channels in the bulk of the Hall bar towards the contacts
2 and 3. Around Vc 1""2.2 V, R 14•23 is expected to be (hle2 )(2115). This value of
the resistance is found when T=3 and R=2 are substituted into Eq. (7.1). The
center Hall bar on top of Fig. 7.7 illustrates this situation. Although channels
3 and 4 belong to the same Landau level, one of them is transmitted (channel
3; spin-down) and the other one is reflected (channel 4; spin-up). Apparently,
the energy gap between the spin levels is still too small at B=2.16 T (or the
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temperature is too high) to ob serve a plateau at R 14 .23=(hle 2 )(2115) in the
measurement. However, when VG 1 is further decreased, bath channels 3 and
4 are reflected by the groove and a plateau at R 14 .23 = (hle 2 )(1/4) is measured.
This situation is schematically indicated on top of Fig. 7.7 where 2 channels
are transmitted (T=2) and 2 channels are reflected (R=2). In the present case,
the transmitted and reflected channels belang to different Landau levels and
the plateau at R 14 .23= (hle 2 )(1/4) is clearly resolved.
Fig. 7 .8(a) shows the differential lateral photoelectric effect in a selected area

(a)

(b)

1'':
1-3

1-3

5' lower-1'lower

FIG. 7.8. (a) Measurement ofthe differentiallateral photoelectric effect
V· 14 in the vicinity of the groove. (b) Schematic representation of the
positions and widths of the edge channels.

between the cantacts 2, 3, 5, and 6. The differential lateral photovoltage V' 14
is measured across cantacts I and 4 and displayed in gray tones. The 2DEG
is connected with the 2DHG by two shunt resistors (R 5 ;10 Hl) and the voltage
sourees VG 1 and VG 2 as indicated in Fig. 6. l(b) . The white lines indicate the
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boundaries of the 2DEG. The gradient in the electron concentration and the
magnetic field are such that two channels !ie in the bulk of the sample as
schematically indicated in Fig. 7.8(b). If the photocurrent /ph is injected in
either of the transmitted channels 1-3 or 4, the lateral photovoltage V14 across
contacts I and 4 can be derived from Landauer-Büttiker type of calculations
and is given by

(7.2)

In Fig. 7.8(b) the number of transmitted channels T is 4. The same lateral
photovoltage vl4 is obtained when the laser spot hits channel 5upper· vl4 changes
sign when the photocurrent is injected in 51ower or 5 'lower-1 'lower· The lateral
photovoltage also changes sign when the spot strikes the channels 5 'upper-1 'upper·
In this case the right-hand side of Eq. (7.2) has to be multiplied by (RT)I(R+T). Since R=l and T=4, V14 becomes negative. From this analysis it is
expected that the lateral photövoltage V14 rapidly falls off in the regions
marked by the black arrows as illustrated in Fig. 7.8(b). In Fig. 7.8(a) these
regions are clearly identifiable as the white areas.

7.5

Conclusions

In this chapter we have used the technique developed in the previous chapters
to determine the widths of the compressible and incompressible regions. Since
the gate characteristics of the 2DEG-2DHG system are well known, the local
filling factors can easily be determined as a function of position. By decreasing
the overall electron concentration while keeping the magnetic field and the
gradient in the electron concentration constant, the widths of thecompressible
and incompressible regions can be determined from a measurement of the
longitudinal resistance on the high-electron-concentration side of the sample.
We also demonstrate that macroscopically wide channels can be reflected at
a groove that has been etched in the 2DEG. Although dealing with
macroscopically wide edge channels, the Landauer-Büttiker model can still be
applied to obtain the correct quantized resistances. The reflection of the wide
channels is illustrated by a measurement ofthe differentiallateral photoelectric

Deterrnination of the width of edge channels
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effect. The dependenee of the lateral photovoltage on position is qualitatively
understood within the Landauer-Büttiker model.
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Summary
By means of highly sophisticated crystal growth techniques like Molecular
Beam Epitaxy (MBE) or Chemica! Beam Epitaxy (CBE) it is nowadays
possible to grow ultrathin (several Ángstroms) semiconductor layers on top of
each other in a very controlled way. The semiconductors used throughout this
thesis are GaAs and AlxGa 1.xAs. These materials are preferabie mainly due to
the fact that the lattice constants are nearly identical assuring a crystal which
is free from strain. A second advantage is the tunability of the bandgap which
is directly related to the aluminum fraction x.
After an introductory chapter we describe in chapter 2 how a two dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) can exist at the GaAs/AlxGa 1.xAs interface. The electrons
in such a gas are free to move parallel to the interface, in other words, the
degrees of freedom are reduced from three to two! The number of degrees of
freedom can be reduced even further in case a strong (up to about 7 T)
magnetic field is applied, perpendicular to the two dimensional conducting
layer. Theoretically, electrical transport is described by an integer number of
channels located near the boundary of the 2DEG. However, these edge
channels had never been observed experimentally. It was the aim of this thesis
to demonstrate experimentally the existence of the channels.
Since the distance between the individual edge channels is much less than
jlm, in this thesis a method has been developed to enhance the separation of
the edge channels to macroscopie distances. The separation of edge channels
has been realized by depositing a metallic layer, i.e. a gate, on top of the semiconductor structure. The local electron concentration can be decreased by
applying a negative voltage on the metallic layer with respect to the 2DEG. In
this way, it is shown that the separation between the edge channels can be as
large as I mm. A more detailed investigation is presented in chapter 3.
A modification of the gating technique presented in chapter 3 is discussed in
chapter 4 where a layer structure is described which, besides a two
dimensional electron gas, contains a second two-dimensional conducting layer.
The latter has been used to control the positions and widths of the edge
channels in the two dimensional electron gas.
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The structure described in chapter 4 can also be used as a photodetector. A
lateral photovoltage is generated across two contacts attached to the 2DEG in
case the structure is illuminated locally. This property, extensively described
in chapters 5 and 6, offers us the unique possibility to image the edge
channels.
Finally, in chapter 7, it is shown how the width of an individual edge channel
can be determined from magneta-transport measurements. It is also
demonstrated that the finite width edge channels can be reflected at an internal
potential. Although the edge channels are macroscopically wide, the LandauerBüttiker model can still be applied to determine the quantized resistance
values.
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Samenvatting
Met behulp van moderne groei-technieken zoals bijvoorbeeld Moleculaire
Bundel Epitaxy (MBE) en Chemische Bundel Epitaxy (CBE) is het
tegenwoordig mogelijk halfgeleiderlagen van slechts enkele atoomlagen dik
gecontroleerd op elkaar te groeien. In het hier beschreven onderzoek zijn de
halfgeleiders GaAs en AlxGa 1.xAs gebruikt. Deze halfgeleiders zijn zo speciaal
omdat de roosterconstantes nagenoeg identiek zijn zodat de spanningen in het
rooster minimaal zijn. Een ander voordeel is dat de bandafstand continu
gevarieerd kan worden middels de aluminium fractie x.
Na een inleidend hoofdstuk wordt in hoofdstuk 2 beschreven hoe aan een
GaAs/ AlxGa 1.xAs grensvlak een twee dimensionaal elektronengas (2DEG) kan
ontstaan. De elektronen in dit gas kunnen zich alleen nog maar voortbewegen
evenwijdig aan het grensvlak, met andere woorden, het aantal bewegingsvrijheidsgraden van de elektronen is gereduceerd van drie naar twee! Indien
er ook nog een sterk magneetveld (tot 7 T) loodrecht op de twee dimensionale
structuur wordt aangebracht, kan het aantal vrijheidsgraden van de elektronen
nog verder worden teruggebracht. In theorie kunnen de elektronen zich alleen
nog verplaatsen in een geheel aantal kanalen dat zich aan de rand van het
2DEG bevindt. Deze randkanalen zijn echter nog nooit direct waargenomen.
Doel van het onderzoek was deze kanalen experimenteel aan te tonen.
Daar de afstand tussen de kanalen veel keiner is dan 1 !liD, is er eerst naar een
methode gezocht waarbij de kanaalscheiding vergroot kan worden naar
macroscopische afstanden. De oplossing is gevonden in het aanbrengen van
een metaallaag bovenop de halfgeleiderstructuur. Door het aanleggen van een
negatieve spanning op de metaallaag ten opzichte van het 2DEG kan de
elektronenconcentratie lokaal worden gevarieerd. Op deze manier kunnen de
kanalen over een afstand van ± 1 mm verplaatst worden. Een uitvoerige
beschrijving van deze techniek is te vinden in hoofdstuk 3.
Een modificatie van bovengenoemde structuur is beschreven in hoofdstuk 4.
Hierin is behalve een 2DEG een tweede geleidende laag gegroeid waarmee het
mogelijk is de positie en de breedte van de kanalen in het 2DEG te
beïnvloeden.
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Deze nieuwe structuur is ook uitermate geschikt als fotodetector. Een laterale
fotospanning kan worden gemeten over twee contacten die verbonden zijn met
het 2DEG, indien de structuur locaal belicht wordt. Deze eigenschap, die
uitvoerig wordt beschreven in de hoofdstukken 5 en 6, is gebruikt om de
verbrede kanalen zichtbaar te maken.
In hoofdstuk 7, tenslotte, wordt getoond hoe we de breedte van een kanaal
kunnen vaststellen aan de hand van magneta-transport metingen. Tevens laten
we zien dat de verbrede kanalen gereflecteerd kunnen worden aan een interne
potentiaal barrière. Hoewel de randkanalen macroscopisch breed zijn kan het
Landauer-Büttiker model nog steeds kan worden toegepast om de quantisaties
in de weerstand vast te stellen.
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